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Busted

$180,000
information
center in
the works ·

University Police
report an increase
in drug arrests, step
up invesfigations

By Melissa Bane
TNH Staff

By Tareah Fischer
TNH StatT

Once a haven for horses, the New
Hampshire Racing Commission Stable,
commonly known as the stud barns, will soon
become the new UNH visitor information
center, according to Victor Azzi, vice-president for Campus Planning.
The budget for the project is $180,000,
and will be paid for through the repaits and
renovations fund within the University bud-

A significant increase in campus drug
busts this semester is the result of both better
training of the University Police and the fact
that more drugs are on campus this year,
according to University Police Sgt. Paul
Desrosiers.
Police have made about 10 drug busts
this semester, Desrosiers said.
"We've been cracking down a lot more,"

Center, page 2

Detective Tom Indelicato stands next to recently-confiscated drugs and drug
paraphernalia (Lynn Gos&'TNH Staff photo).

Drugs, page 2

WUN H proposal jump s first hurdle
By Catherine Fahy
TNH Staff

A $105,000 proposal to renovate UNH's student radio station,
WUNH, was approved Saturday

morning by the Student Activity
Fee Council (SAFC).
Money fortherenovations may
come from the $58 activity fee that
all students are required to pay, according to WUNH's Business
Manager Gavin Behrman.

Administration
keeps hands off
student money
By Mark Dagostino
TNH Staff

Some students are afraid that the financially strapped UNH administration will try to dip into the $400,000 Student Activity Fee reserve fund.
But, according to administrators, students have nothing to fear.
"A lot of students are concerned that the Board of Trustees or
administration might try to get their hands on that money to use for other
purposes," said Sue Reid, Student Body vice president
But according to J. Gregg Sanborn, executive assistant to the president, such concerns are unfounded.
"In my day-to-day dealings in this office, I have not heard anything of
the sort," Sanborn said.

Money, page 9

"The proposal was approved
and not even amended," Behrman
said. "I am very happy about it."
The proposal will be brought
before student senate on March 8
and then before the MUB Board of
Governors, Behrman said.
Behrman said the renovations
would add "some class" and would
include everything from demolition
of some walls to improved carpeting and lighting.
Although Berhman said there
is no major opposition to the renovations proposal, Student Body
President Malinda Lawrence said
people are skeptical about "sinking
a lot of money into one organization."
· Lawrence said she questions
whether or not the money from the
student activity fee reserves should
pay for the station's renovations.
"It is a tough choice to make in
tough fiscal times," said Anne
Lawing, director of Student Activities. However, Lawing said
renovating WUNH is a good idea.
Should renovations proceed,
Lawrence hopes they will carry out
the purpose they are intended for,
which is to give WUNH the chance
. to be an open and central part of the
university.

WUNH's studio may receive the funds for a $105,000 renovation
(Tim BroadrickffNH Staff photo).
If approved, renovations are
scheduled to begin on July 1. Wayne
Scott, WUNH 's chief operator, said
the work should be completed in
two to four months.
"Everyone agrees that renovations need to be made, but no one
agrees on what to spend," Behrman
said.
Scott said the radio station
should be "a showcase" and
something the university is proud

of.
Part of the station's problem is
that it needs more room and to be
more accessible, said George
Stergiou, WUNH consultant and
former disc jockey.
"It will not be a closed-off
dungeon," he said.
A window that would allow

WUNH,page8
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•UNH police crack down

on campus drug use
From page 1
Desrosiers said. "We're doing a
better job of finding the problem
and trying Jo correct that problem."
"My goal is to get the drugs off
the campus," he said.
University Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin agreed with Desrosiers•
explanation of the increase in campus drug busts this year. They both
said that this is a reflection of the
increase in drugs possessed in the
country each year.
Penalties for possessing drugs
range from anywhere from a monetary fine to 40 years in prison,
Desrosiers said. Some drug busts
may also lead police to other convictions, he said.
"Students are going to see that
we 're not going to tolerate drug use
on campus," Desrosiers said.
"We're going to be very active with
the students on campus."
Under the University's conduct
system, the maximum penalty for
possessing drugs is dismissal,
Desrosiers said.
According to Desrosiers, marijuana and mushrooms are the most
commonly confiscated drugs. "LSD
is coming back," he said. ''There is
no crock, but some cocaine."
Desrosiers said he confiscated
25 marijuana plants last year.
Drug busts occur anywhere on
campus, but they are mainly in the

dorms, he said.
"The thing to do with marijuana is to grow it inside of your
house," Desrosiers said. "Some are
growing the plants in dorms."
Desrosiers said that there is
outside help to get the drugs on
campus. "Cocaine comes from
South America," he said. "There
are a lot of links in the chain that
bring it up here. Cocaine cannot be
grown in New Hampshire."
According to Desrosiers, help
in combating drugs is available to
the University Police from the state
police, area police departments, and
the Drug Enforcement Agency
(D.E.A.). He would not comment
on whether or not University police
are currently receiving help from
any of these sources.
Desrosiers received special
training from two schools this year
about how to investigate and identify illegal substances. As a result
of this instruction, Desrosiers said,
he has better trained his patrolmen
on how to detect drugs.
Desros~ers is serving his fourth
year in charge of overseeing and
training the three shifts of University Police that patrol the campus
for illegal substances. "I'm getting
a reputation," he said. "When I go
into a dorm, I'll arrest the person
and inform them that they '11 be
brought up to the Conduct Board."
Many students said they

More drugs, such as these, have been conrascated on campus this semester
(Lynn GOS&'TNH Staff photo).
thought an increase in the nwnber
of drug busts this semester was generally a good sign, but had mixed
reactions about the kinds of results
it would produce.
Jen Lockwood, a sophomore,
lives on the same floor where a drug
bust took place about three weeks
ago in Hubbard Hall. She said the
increased efforts by the University
Police are good "as long as they're
not doing something that they
shouldn't be.''
''Everything should be done by
the rules or they will be invooing individualrights,"Lockwoodsaid. "I don't
agree with cooiing in and searching
someone's room for no reason.''

Lockwood does not know if
drug use will be deterred in the
future. "It depends on the person,"
she said. "This kid, it was his second offense."
Jessica Simmons, a Williamson
Hall resident, said the recent drug
busts will not deter drug use. "I think
there has to be more education rather
than just punishment," she said.
Amy Steel, a sophomore from
Williamson Hall, said the busts will
deter future drug use on campus.
''The new alcohol policy hascutdown
on alcohol in the dorms," she said. "I
think it will have the same effect." If
drug use is not restricted "it will run
wild and out of control," she said.

Joe Leslie, Stoke Hall Director, said he hopes an increase in
drug busts around campus will be a
positive thing. "I would hope that
students are deterred in the future,"
he said. "I don't know if it will
happen, but I hope that it would. It
happens in the real world."
Tom Douglas, a sophomore
from Stoke Hall, said drug busts
won't deter future drug use.
"It won't have much of an effect because people don't know
about the busts. It's a removed
threat," Douglas said. "If people
want to use drugs, they '11 use drugs,
just like if people want to drink,
they'll drink."

•Center
should be
completed
by next fall
Frompagel
get, Azzi said.
A heated waiting room for bus riders is
also in the plans for the comple~, according to
Dirk Timmons, business manager for Coast
buses.
"Parents, guest speakers, and other
visitors need a place to go for information,"
Timmons said. "Most universities have this,
but not UNH."
Not everyone is as eager as Timmons is
about the plans.
"I can think of about 25 better uses for
$180,000,,, said Malinda Lawrence, Student
Body president
Construction on the information center
will take place this summer, and the facility
should be operational by the fall semester of
1992, according to Azzi.
The decision to renovate the building
was made last spring by the space-allocations
and repair and renovations committee, Azzi
said.
Coast and Kari-van bus lines will be
relocated and based at the new information
center. The building will include an information center and will run all of the shuttles and
Coast buses from .this centralized location.
The new center will house the offices of
the transportation department and traffic
control, and will provide space for framing
rooms, Timmons said.
Parking for up to 200 spots has been

The University plans to use this building for an information center and bus station (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
allocated in the plans for the visitor center,
including six spots for Coast buses and
specified space for Kari-vans.
Other parking spaces will be used to
service conference groups, guest speakers
and visitors to the University, Timmons said.
Additional spaces may be used as parking for
commuter students, but the exact number of
these spaces is still unknown.
Timmons said the new information center will provide more work-study positions
for students.
"Students will be manning the counter,
because students often know more about the
campus than anyone else," he said.
The stud barn was vacated by the equestrian team this past winter, when the program
was partially relocated to the old dairy barns.

The administration plans to keep the
main frame of the building intact and renovate
the rest.
"It's an old, historic structure worth preserving and renovating," said Azzi.
Equestrian club president Becca Brady

is happy with the renovation plans.
"The barn is a beautiful building,,, she
said. "I'm glad it's going, to be used- for
something."
Some other students feel differently about
the plans.
"It's really a beautiful barn but I'm not
sure the University needs a new info-center especially in that location," said Jen Sula, a
senior and member of the equestrian club. "It's
so far from the center of campus."
"I think they could expand MUB info

and save a lot of money," said senior Melinda
Stewart. "Every time something is missing
from the University, it shouldn't have to be
dealt with by spending hundreds of thousands
of dollars."
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UNH education bill average, official says
By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Staff
The cost of attending UNH is not so bad
after all, according to Dan DiBiasio, interim
vice president for Student Affairs.
DiBiasio presented the student senate
with figures Sunday night that show how fees
at UNH compare to other New England
schools.
UNH was rated against the University of
Vermont, the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, the University of Rhode Island, the
University of Connecticut, and the University of Maine at Orono.
According to DiBiasio, UNH's resident
fees, totalling $7,345, were the second lowest

of the six schools. Resident fees include tuition, room and board and mandatory fees.
UVM's resident fees, $9,454, were the
most expensive, he said.
Costs for out-of-state students at UNH,
$13,895, were ranked third lowest, DiBiasio
said. UVM's out-of-state fees, $18,054 were
again most expensive.
DiBiasio also compared UNH with 15
other schools from around the nation in terms
costs for a student with a double room and a
full meal plan. He said UNH showed up
"right in the middle of the pack," ranking
seventh out of the 15.
Several factors influence the fees,
DiBiasio said.
According to Anthony Zizos, associate
dean for Student Affairs, the University as-

sumed there would be an enrollment drop tion costs.
According to DiBiasio, budget guidewhen fees were planned last year. However,
this years enrollment was about 11,800.Zizos lines are issued to each department. Salaries
said this shows enrollment will remain basi- increased three percent, support budgets rose
two and medical supplies were up six percally the same.
If UNH assumed there would be less cent, he said.
"This is all attributing in one way or
students and budgets were kept the same,
another to the recommendations that
?>::;:::,
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Student senators
meet with legislators
By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff

Malinda Lawrence, student body president, stands by the student senate office door
(Michelle RaymondffNH Staff photo).

During the month of November, student
senator Mark Fischler was thinking of an idea
to imptove relations between the me~bers of
the New Hampshire State Legislature and the
UNH student senate.
Thursday, the idea turned into reality as
15 student senators travelled to Concord to

Health fee comes under fire
Student senate shoots down bill after heated debate
Dr. Peter Patterson, director of Health
By Kim O'Brien
TNH Staff
Student senators defeated a proposal to
increase the Health Services fee by approximately $10 per student Sunday night.
Following an emotional debate, the bill
failed with a majority, with two senators
voting no, and five abstensions.
Mark DeMarie, chairperson for Health
and Human Services, presented the Health
Services fee/budget for 1992-1993 to the
student senate.

Services, was present to answer questions
concerning the budget.
Many members of the _student senate
said the money is not being put in the right
places at Health Services.
Sen. Dan Morse, who said he was outraged at the removal of condom distribution,
said a lot of services are decreasing despite
increased fees.
Speaker Jennifer Pepin said students are
getting turned away from gynecological services. She urged other members of the senate
to vote the bill down.

''There needs to be a definite restructuring of this department," Pepin said.
DeMarie said one of the only ways to
help the situation is to get a separate family
planning center outside of Health Services.
However, DeMarie said cost would be a
problem.
He said there could also be a $6 to $10
increase on the Health Services fee to go
toward family planning.
DeMarie said he will bring the issue up
again at an executive meeting of the Student
Senate, and then back again to the Senate.

attend a student government day at the state
house.
Bill Kidder, a UNH alumnus and state
representative, Gene Savage, vice chancellor
of the University System of New Hampshire,
and Fischler organized the event.
The students met with Gov. Judd Gregg
and Harold Burns, speaker of the House.
They were given a tour by Kidder and Rep.
Elizabeth Hager, chair of the Appropriations
Committee.
The students were then joined by some
members of the House and held a mock
session that dealt with a bill asking for mandatory AIDS testing of health care officials,
such as doctors and nurses. The members of
the session voted the bill down, 14-5.
The day ended with a chance for the
students to watch the House in session.
"It was well worth it," said Fischler. "We
gained some valuable information on how
the statehouse is run and where we need to
point our efforts to get the University's
message across."
Fischler said he hopes the trip, which
was sponsored by the senate's Students for
the University council, will become an annual event.
Student senator Andrea Chechile said
the event was interesting.
"It was very interesting and informative
to learn about how New Hampshire's government is run," said Chechile.
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. UNH play Hed da Gabler, a photo story
By Matthew Becker
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Students for Choice plans to march
Armenian forces
attack Azerbaijan
On Saturday, Armenian forces rocketed an Azerbaijani city, outside the disputed area Nagomo-Karabakh. This is the
first military strike between the two republics since the break up of the Soviet Union.
According to Armenian officials,
Azerbaijan retaliated by attacking villages
inside the dissipated areas. Thousands of
people in the disputed area have fled and
Armenian forces have dropped leaflets
telling the people to leave.

Saudi king proposes
constitution
In a sweeping move, King Fahd of
Saudi Arabia announced a new constitution that will decentralize power in the
kingdom and establish a bill of rights. The
key piece to the new program was the
creation of a Consultative Council. The
council is to be made up of 60 members,
which will review and propose laws to the
Cabinet. The 60 members will be chosen
by the King and will include some of the
most important Saudi citizens.

Senator withdraws
from campaign

Group seeks money for trip to Washington, D.C.
By Sue Robinson
TNH Staff

UNH Students for Choice members may
join their voices with other pro-choice groups
across the nation in the rallying cry of "We
Won't Go Back," the theme of the April 5
national march in Washington, D.C.
Jennifer Nye, coordinator of Students
for Choice, is organizing a bus of 4 7 students
to march in Washington and carry a purple
and gold banner, which will read "UNH
Students for Choice!"
"I think ... the march will do good within
the pro-choice community because it will
serve as a rallying point," Nye said. At a recent UNH Student for Choice meeting, Nye
discussed the upcoming march and fundraising for the bus. The bus will cost $1,900
total--$40.50 per individual.
"If we do not have 4 7 people by March
6th pay the [deposit of] $20, then there will
not be a [Students for Choice] bus going
down to Washington," Nye said.
"We need to raise as much money as we
can to defer the costs of going down to
Washington D.C," Nye said. "We are a nonprofit organization." UNH's Students for
Choice only has $156 in their account.
Students for Choice plans to raise funds
by soliciting money from area feminist
businesses, bake sales, a raffle, selling UNH

Students for Choice tee-shirts, bumper stickers, and buttons and a Musicians for Choice
concert on April 13.
The march will start from the Ellipse, a
large lawn in Washington D .C. The protesters
will proceed through Washington to a rally,
which will last until 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.

Why they march ...
Recently, the Supreme Court announced
would review a Pennsylvania law,
it
that
which some believe will further restrict
abortion rights.
Other cases are also heading toward the
Supreme Court, where the National Organization for Women believes abortion rights
may soon be overturned as early as this
summer, according to NOW 's newsletter.
"We hope to get a lot more attention on
the abortion issue," said Judy Blacket, New
Hampshire NOW's chairwoman. "This is an
election year and we want the politicians to be
aware of how many people are pro-choice."
Jane Stapleton, faculty adviser for Students for Choice and SHARPP coordinator,
said Roe v. Wade is in danger of being overturned. "Little by little, Roe v. Wade has been
chipped away," she said. "I think a visible
presence obviously says a lot"
''The Supreme Court, the President ...
they need to see that the majority of people in
this country identify themselves as pro-

U.S. Sen. Brock Adams has dropped
his reelection campaign after a newspaper
printed allegations of women, that for 20
years, he sexually harassed and physically
assaulted. Two of the accusers say that
they were molested by Adams after being
drugged or offered a suspicious drink.
None of the case 3 cited by the women were
ever reported to the police. But seven of
the eight accusers signed statements to the
newspapers and are prepared to go to court.

choice," Stapleton said.
Delegations from a wide range of groups
and campuses will march. Each delegation
will be made up of at least 20 people and will
carry a tri-colored banner of purple, white,
and gold panels.
Blacket said the demonstrators would be
wearing white for two reasons. "Qne is
historical, the color white is what the suffragists wore," she said. "The other [reason]
is to make us look bigger." Blacket said that
by wearing white, one stands out and gives
the impression of more people.
The NOW national chapter is counting
on college campuses to make up a third of the
people who will march on April 5.
However, pro-choice demonstrators may
not be the only group attempting to make
their voices heard.
"I'm sure that there will be counterdemonstrators," Blacket said. "Typically
police keep them in another area ... [However],
if someone says something to you that you
don ' tagree with, you can say something back
at them."
Katie Amara, a sophomore member of
Students for Choice, said, "I think it is really
important [to march]. I don't think it is any of
the government's business to infringe on my
reproductive rights."
Sophomore Carolyn Genereux said she
wants to march "to makepeopleawareofthe
strength of the pro-choice movement and to
ensure that women in the future are able to
make decisions concerning their own bodies."
Students do not have to be a member of
Students for Choice to go on the trip, Nye
said.
"I think that reproductive freedom is a
fundamental right and it's in jeopardy right
now," Nye said. "It is important to march."
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Environmental aid
proposed by UN

111111

A proposal will be made on Monday
by the United Nations to give poor countries billions of dollars to aid development
without damaging the environment. The
conferenee was called in preparation for
the world environmental summit meeting
in Rio de Janeiro in June. Maurice F.
Strong, who is to make the proposal, said
the developing countries will need about
$125 billion in aid a year to pay for the new
environmental programs.
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Candidates sway from
issues
The real issues have left the forefront
as the presidential candidates are having
emotional quarrels on irrelevant issues.
Pat Buchanan has attacked President Bush
with a revealing T. V. add calling him a
supporter of "blasphemous art". Sen. Bob
Kerrey is now concentrating his attacks on
Gov. Bill Clinton, saying he is unelectable
because he avoided military service during
the Vietnam War.

Compiled by George Stafford from
newspaper reports.
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Jeff Swetland plays Galaga in the games room of the MUB on Saturday (Nate Rowe/
TNH Staff photo).
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Clerks, students talk abou t mail room memories
By Erin Farrell
TNH Staff
Without them, students
wouldn't get packages from
Grandma, letters from mom, money
from dad, or telephone bills from
the University.

They are the mail rooms in
Stillings and Philbrook.
While students wait in line for
lunch, many are busy checking their
mail boxes and reading their mail.
"You should hear the statements that some students say when
their mail boxes are empty," said
Betty Anderson, head clerk at

Philbrook. "The best one I ever
heard from a student was, 'air mail
today."'
Carol Park, head mail clerk at
Stillings, said she tries to have all
the mail in the boxes by 11 a.m. for
the students.
Park sorts mail-including bills
from Telecommunica tions- for all

of the 1,800 mail boxes in Stillings.
Both mail clerks said certain
seasons of the year are busier then
others.
"Valentine's Day is always one
of the busiest times of the year in the
mail room," Anderson said. Packages and cards filled the entire mail
room during this year's Valentine's
week, she said.
September is a busy time for
the mail room, too.
"Students are shipping clothes
and other belongings at the beginning of school, and we're still trying to put the names on the boxes,"
Park said.
In addition to being the busiest
of times, holidays bring a bit of
laughter to the mail room as well.
Anderson said the strangest
package she ever received was one
that laughed.
"It was during the Halloween
season and every which way I turned
this package it had an evil witch
laugh," Anderson said.
All she could do was laugh
back at the box.
Park said the strangest thing
that ever went through the Stillings
mail room was a coconut with the
address written in black magic
marker.
Park and Anderson have some
help sorting mail and giving out
packages. Three work study students work at Philbrook and two
work at Stillings.

"There is little pressure or stress
from the job," said Jodi Raposa, a
work study student at Philbrook.
Raposa said that although she
sorts a lot of mail, the job is very
laid back.
"Igetaggravated when students
come ask if all the mail is sorted,"
said Tom Regan, a work study student at Philbrook mail room. "Do
they think I would be sitting around
Regan
if it wasn't sorted?"
said that's the only frustrating thing
about his job.
"Sometimes if students don't
get any mail, they act like it is the
mail room's fault," Regan said.
Regan likes the mail room
though, and agreed with Raposa
that it is a very laid back job.
Mail rooms are open for about
four or five hours a day. Stillings
opens at 9:30 a.m. and Philbrook
opens at 8:30 a.m., Anderson said.
Both mail rooms close at 1:30 in the
afternoon.
Anderson said mail is important
to the students and they look forward
to seeing a card or two in their mail
box.
Park said that she has been in
the mail room for five years and the
best part of work is the communication with all the students.
"I like working with the work
study kids, and I like dealing with
UNHstudents,"P arksaid. "They're
a great bunch."

Wanted man
found in Boston
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff
A man who allegedly shot and wounded
three people outside a Boston gym was taken
into police custody Thursday night, ending a
month-long search that included the UNH
area.
Robert C. Ingraham, 39, of Boston, was
arrested and charged by Boston police with
assault with intent to murder, assault and
battery with a deadly weapon (a gun) and
unlawful possession of a handgun.
University Police, as well as other departments in the Seacoast region, had been
warned last month to keep an eye out for
Ingraham.
A warrant was issued by the· U.S.
Marshall's office for the arrest of Ingraham
on Jan. 30. The Marshall's office warned that
Ingraham was known to use the alias of a
Seacoast man.
Ingraham may have been responsible for
the theft of a wallet from UNH's Field House.
He may have used the identification in the
wallet, according to University Police Chief
Roger Beaudoin.

According to reports in Saturday's Boston Globe, Ingraham is believed to have used
a driver's licence from the wallet to purchase
the gun.
The University Police had no idea that
Ingraham may have been connected with the
stolen wallet, which was reported stolen in
1989, until last month's Boston Police investigation, Beaudoin said.
The University Police have issued warrants for Ingraham 's arrest stemming from a
1985 incident, which charges him with
criminal trespassing and resisting arrest at
UNH, Beaudoin added.
According to Beaudoin, Boston police
notified the UNH police around 9:30 p.m.
Thursday that they had taken Ingraham into
custody.
Beaudoin said the University Police sent
police in Boston copies of UNH arrest warrants for Ingraham, which were to be presented
at Ingraham 's arraignment last Friday,
Beaudoin said.
Ingraham, whose last known address was
29 Hancock St., Boston, is being charged for
the Jan. 24 triple shooting of three people
outside a gym at 265 Huntington Ave.
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How will you spend your tax return?

Chris Jones
Psychology
Sophomore

Beth Stenstrom
English
Sophomore

"I owe the government money. I have to pay them so I
won't go to jail."

Kristi Sienkiewicz
Hotel Management
Junior

"I'm talcing a trip, to the Bahamas."

Tonya Sutton
Occupational
Therapy

"My tax return is gone already. It's going toward the
deposit for my apartment for next year."

Tom Koch
Educational
Mathematics
Graduate School

''I'm not getting one. I owe taxes, actually."

"I'd like to burn it. I'm not getting enough money. I wish
I was getting more."

''I'm going to put it into savings now and then pay off
some bills."

he credit age and beat-up pickup trucks
By Ryan Mercer
TNHstaff
Opinion
How am I going to spend my tax return? Well, if I ever
see my tax refund it will no doubt be going toward my
American Express bill from this month. Have you ever
noticed that people in general, owe a lot of money? Not
necessarily bills, but credit It seems that everyone has some
sort of credit debt, whether it's a credit card or a car loan or
whatnot. For a lot of reasons, people need credit. Sometimes
credit is a valid way of paying for something that is too
difficult to pay for with cash or checks. Cars, for example.

Not many people decide io buy a car because they have saved
enough cash to trot on down to the dealership and pick out
their favorite color ( unless you are a drug dealer). No sir, us
honest folk have to rely on good old credit However, the idea
of buying something on credit also provides some problems.
Most of us like the idea of payments because they allow us to
purchase something that is ridiculous! y out of our price range.
Instead of opting for the little econo-box car that will save us
money, we have to get the dual gas tank, magged-wheel
power crosier. Yes indeed, it seems thatAmericans are always
extending themselves a little too thin when it comes to credit.
"People don't want to just survive, they want to succeed."

Even T. ads are giving us the message. If you don't have the
BMW in the driveway then, by God, you are not among the
elite of American society. What a crock of... well, you know
how the saying goes. At any rate, if people just worried about
what they need instead of what the Jones family had in their
driveway then life would most likely be much simpler. I own
a GMC pick-up my family bought from a used car dealer. It
gets me where I need to go and gets a lot of work done for me.
Its not the most pristine mobile in the world, but then again,
I don't have to worry about getting it dirty.

y tax return isn't going on vacation this year
By Pamela Margaritis
TNHStaff
Opinion
I've decided that this year I'm going to spend my
enormous tax return on the wild, summer European vacation
I've always wanted. Then, with the money I have left over
I'm going to buy a brand new bright red Jeep and go on a
long-overdue shopping spree. I wish!! This year my meager
tax return is going where it always goes, to the bank.
Eventually parts of it will make their way to New England
Telephone, Continental Cablevision, PSNH, Citibank, Chil- .
dren International, and every other place my money has a
-habit of disappearing to. It's inevitable. The other

inevitablility is that all my friends will spend their tax returns
on some sort of great vacation or as a downpayment on a new
car. AAAHHH! !!
Every year I wait until April to do my taxes, but not
because I'm lazy. I have this system all worked out. The way
I see it I get money twice a year. Once during Christmas and
my birthday(January), and once for my taxes. Since I can't do
much about my birthday and Christmas being so close together (I envy my sister-her birthday is in June.) I consider
this "money I get at the beginning of the year (or the end of the
year, however you want to look at it)." Then I wait as long as
I can before I do my taxes so by the time I get my refund it
becomes "money I get during the middle of the year." I guess
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I could call it spacing out my income. I can't balance my
checkbook, but this system I have makes me feel like some
sort of financial wizard.
I can't wait until I have a job where I can make enough
money to take that trip or buy that Jeep. Working at Shaw's
Supermarket just doesn't offer me that kind of financial
security. It would be nice to say that my tax return is going
to places other than paying the bills. I guess it's all part of
being a poor college student. I think the one thing that
everyone learns how to do in college is to be able 10· talk
about, without shame, how poor you are. Instead of getting
too upset about it, I try to look on the bright side - at least I
don't owe money.
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Library enforces rules
is also banned in the library.
"These rules are not new," said
Mylinda Woodward, a library assistant and stack supervisor. "We
Don'tdrink,don'tsmoke, what just hadn't enforced them."
do you do?
According to Woodward, the noStudy in the library.
food and no-drink policy has exIn Dimond Library, newly en- isted for quite some time, but stuforced rules may force students to dents have failed to take notice or
find a new place to study if they adhere to the numerous signs posted
want todo so while drinking a Coke, throughout the library. ·
eating a bag of chips, or smoking a
Five years ago, the library had
cigarette.
vending machines with snacks, soAccording to library officials, · das, chicken soup and coffee for
students are not allowed to bring students who wished to take study
beverages or snacks of any kind breaks and relax for a while.
into the library. Smoking cigarettes
Problems started when students

By Jessica Shaw
TNH Staff

began bringing cans, cups and
wrappers out of that designated area,
and into other rooms of the library.
"It was all starting to attract ants,"
Woodward said.
Custodians started complaining
about soda cans and chip bags left
on the floor and desks, as well as the
number of overflowing trash
cans.Woodward said. The library's
biggest concern is the damage done
to books, magazines, and newspapers, as well as the furniture by
mishandled soda and food.
"As far as I know, there has
been a considerable amount of
damage done," said Tom Marsh,

•WUNH plan still alive
Frompagel
students to see on-air proceedings is
included in the plans, Stergiou said.
Some of WUNH's tape decks,
worth as much as $2,000, were
donated by WHEB in Portsmouth,
according to Lori Dowd of WHEB

Dowd, a former WUNH business manager, said she last saw the
station at Homecoming, and she
said that it has not changed at all
since she last worked there in 1984.
Theft problems could account
for the station's closed and locked
appearance, Dowd said, but "the

station definitely could use an upgrade."
According to Drolet, the
present closed-door policy is a theft
precaution.
"You are not going to find another place like that, with those
facilities, other than an AM station
run out of someone's basement,"
Dowd said

night stacks supervisor at the library.
"It's just to protect the materials."
Enforcement of the rules started
about two weeks ago, Marsh said.
Students who break the rules
will now be approached by two
hired monitors. The monitors will
informstudentswithcansorsqueeze
bottles to either dispose of them or
put them in their bags.
Lisa Lavoie, a junior who said
she spends nearly every night of the
week studying at the library, said
she the monitors have asked her to
get rid of her drinks many times.
"I think it's really unfair,"
Lavoie said. "It gets so warm and
dry in here. Students should have
the right to bring a drink in while
they'restudyingforhoursatatime."

Students have also been made
aware that the designated smoking
lounge in the library is gone. According to Marsh, this is part of
state policy which says no state
buildings are to have smoking
rooms, enclosed or otherwise.
"The MUB has been smokefree for two years now," Woodward
said. She encourages students to go
to the MUB Pub if they want to eat
or drink while studying.
"Overall, students are cooperating with the new policies,"
Woodward said.
Woodward said the library staff
members don't want to be confrontational, and they welcome
student comments and suggestions
about the newly-enforced policies.

Medieval re--creation club members demonstrate their age-old
skills (Tim BroadrickffNH Staff photo).
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Thursday's comedy night at the MUD draws laughs (Ben Zepkin/TNH Staff photo).
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I 0% off Body Waxing
$5 off Regular Perms normally $45 and up
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call for an appointment 868-1323
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Helping to prepare you for
Spring Break
WITH THIS AD, RECEIVE:

Does this ever happen to you on an exam?
CometoTASk
(Training in Academic Skills)
for help with exam-taking strategies
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Housevoteson
Memorial Day
change
In a 249-70 vote on Thursday, the
House voted that schools should be able to
observe Memorial Day on the Federal
holiday instead of the Staie holiday. The
legislation allows schools to observe either
day, the State law says they must close
May 30. The Federal holiday is observed
on the fourth Monday in May. NH lawmakers have battled repeatedly over this
issue in recent years.

Manchester people
may see more jobs
Four hundred and seventy five jobs
could be injected into the local Manchester economy. The Greater Manchester
Development Company is trying to bring
a financial services company to town.
Along with this 26 companies have told
. GMDC they plan toaddabout500 workers.
President of OMDC Richard Hodgkinson
said that this one prospect could bring 4 7 5
jobs if they can successfully relocate the
company to Manchester.

Dover woman wins
world record in
swimming
Jenny Thompson of Dover broke a
world record and has earned an Olympic
Berth in Swimming. The Stanford Freshman broke the 100 meter woman's freestyle record, which has stood untouched
for five years. She also has become the
firstAmerican in J9 years to hold the 100
meter Free-style record. The record previously held was 54.73 set by Kristin Otto
from East Germany in 1986. Thompson
broke it with a time of 54.48.
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ompu ers to aid ·elections
By Matt Hall
TNH Staff
A new voting system will be used when
students cast their votes in April for a new
student body president.
Because student validation stickers are
no longer mandatory, voting will be done at
Videotex terminals, according to Student
Body President Malinda Lawrence. In the
past, validation stickers on IDs were marked
to prevent students from voting twice, she
said.
"Using Videotex for this year's election
is the first step in integrating Videotex into
the whole election procedure," said Jen Pepin,
a student senator who is in charge of running
the election.
The Videotex will keep track of student
names and social security numbers, Pepin
said. However, the votes will still have to be
counted by hand, she said.
When a student votes, an attendant will
collect his or her ballot and enter students
name and social security number into the
computer, she said.
"Students can't vote twice, because their
names will be knocked off the list," Pepin said.
However, Pepin said the campus doesn't
have the ability yet to use the Videotex system to do more than keep track of who voted.
"People on this campus do not know
how to use Videotex because the computer
language is too difficult," Pepin said. "We
would have to hire someone to teach it to us

NH charities free
from excesses in pay

in order to use it. It would save time, money
and effort, but we don't have the money to
hire someone now."
Next year, Videotex will tabulate the
vote count, Pepin said.
Students will vote for a new student
body president and vice president on April 14
and 15. The new president and vice president
will take over for Malinda Lawrence and Sue
Reed on April 30 at midnight.
Candidates for this year's election must
petition to be on the ballot, according to ·
Marie Garland, a member of the student
senate's executive board. Petitions are
available in the student senate office and are
due on March 27 at 5 p.m., she said.
Presidential hopefuls need 200 signatures of full-time undergraduates and must be
at least a second-semester sophomore, Garland said.
"No tickets have been filed yet," said
Garland. "Tickets are not usually filed until
after March break."
Lawrence said the major issues of the
election will depend on the candidates. "All
tickets take up something different, so they
don't look the same," she said. "Candidates
should know the issues and be able to talk
about them."
The debate over the proposed new recreational facility might become a major issue,
Garland said. Working with the Board of
Trustees and setting tuition rates could also
be important issues, she said.
The Greek system, campus safety, diversity and the library all have been issues in

the past, according to Lawrence.
"There have been a variety of budget
issues," Lawrence said. "Candidates usually
make a strong statement about funding and
what they want to see happen."
According to Garland, four candidates
ran last year, and three ran the year before.
She said all of last year's presidential candidates were juniors, so none of them will be
running again.
Meet-the-candidates-nights will be held
in each residential area and in the MUB
during the week of March 30 through April 3,
Garland said. The presidential debate will
take place on April 7 in the Strafford Room of
the MUB, she said.
The senate has $400 budgeted to reimburse presidential candidates for campaign
expenses, Garland said. The money will be
split equally between the tickets running for
election, she added.
"Candidates should give 110 percent,"
Lawrence said. ''The more you turn out and
talk to people one on one, the more it helps
you."
Garland said last year's voter turnout
was record-setting. According to Garland,
3,546 students voted in the regular election
and 2,770 in the run-off election.
A run-off will be held if none of the
parties receive more than half the votes,
Garland said. This year's run-off, if needed,
will be held on April 21.
Lawrence said voter turnout has steadily
grown each year. "We would like to beat last
year's turnout, certainly," Garland said.

•Student money safe, administrators say
From page 1

Dan DiBiasio, interim vice president for
Student Affairs, agreed students shouldn't be
afraid that the administration will use the
reserve fund. "It would not be appropriate,
nor do I think it would be legal," he said. "I
don't think there has ever been the will, or the
way, to do that."
Sanborn said the Board of Trustees do
have the right to review the reserve status of
various accounts, including UNH's student
activity fee reserve account. But, he said that
At Friday's Mobil/TAC Indoor
power is "intended to protect student orgaChampionships in New York,
nizations' interests."
Newmarket's Lynn Jennings won first
About 15 years ago, a substantial reserve
place. Jennings ran the mile in 4.37 minfund had built-up from the student activity
utes. Jennings, who is 31, set an American
fee. A decision was made to distribute that
record in the 3,000 meters at the TAC
money equally among all SAFC organizachampionships two years ago.
tions, Sanborn said.
"Students were very concerned about
that," he said.
Organizations with bigger budgets-who
contributed more to the reserve fund in the
first place-felt they should have received a
proportionately largercutof the fund, Sanborn
After WilliamAramony stepped down
said.
as United Way President, the New HampThe Board of Trustees were given final
shire non-profit agencies readily said that
any decisions made concerning reover
say
there are no such excesses in pay in New
within the University System of
funds
serve
Hampshire. Terry Knowles said that in her
Hampshire.
New
11 years as registrar for the Charitable
Currently, $401,858 sits in the reserve
Trust Division in the Attorney General's
according to SAFO business manager
fund,
office, she has never seen excesses in pay
Byrne. Of that amount, $98,138 is set
Charlie
as high as the one Aramony was accused
activities and programs later this
for
aside
of. In reports, most directors of small
If all the set aside money is spent,
semester.
granite state charities earn what beginning
fund will hold a total of $303,720.
reserve
the
Firefighters and Police earn-between
fund acts as a sort of insurreserve
The
25,000 and 27,000.
ance for the expensive equipment required to
keep SAFC organizations running, Byrne
said. For example, if The New Hampshire's
Compiled by George Sfafford
reports
newspaper
from
_ _. _ ___. computers or WUNH's transmitter broke
____
__
..__ _ _

Local woman wins
TAC mile
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down, money to do the repairs would come reserve fund. Such a move could shock students in the future though, as the fee would
from that fund.
But, Byrne said, "there has been specu- have to go back up at some point, she said.
Initial looks at the SAFO budgets passed
lation that with such a large reserve amount
this weekend show a$70,000acrossSAFC
by
usage."
better
there could be a
At one point in the past, Byrne said, the the-board increase for next year's budgets.
reserve fund made $20,000 a year in interest This is an increase that could be cushioned by
alone. Interest rates have since fallen, and the reserve fund, Reid said. Without using the
"we' re certainly not getting as big a return on reserve fund, a $2 increase in the student
activity fee would be required to pay for those
our investment," he said.
"Plus, this (money) is here for pro- budgets, if passed.
"The issue of how large or small the
gramming," Byrne said. "We're not in the
money-making business. If it can be used for reserves should be is a legitimate discussion
that ought to take place," said Anthony Zizos,
students than that's what we should do."
B yme said he feels the best reserve level associate dean for student affairs. "It's appropriate to hold funds to replace equipment,
would be between $120,000 and $130,000.
According to Reid, SAFC and student but beyond that, I don 'tknow what the student
senate are considering ways to reduce the activity fee council would want to hold on to
reserves without squandering away student money for."
But, even if SAFC decides to keep the
money.
"One consideration is the WUNH reno- money in reserve, Zizos said students
vation," she said. "WUNH has contributed a shouldn't fear the administration.
"To my knowledge there has never been,
lot of money to the reserve fund."
Organizations are also considering low- nor is there now, any discussion of using the
ering the student activity fee temporarily, and student activity fee reserves for anyone but
making up the difference in income with the the students," he said.
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In Durham District Court on Feb. 25:

HOUSING SIGN-UP 92

DEPOSITS DUE!!
If you applied and received an offer
for housing in the residence halls or
on-campus apartments you must
. pay your $200 deposit during the
following times:
,.

Wednesday, March 4, 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Last name beginning with A-E
Thursday, March 5, 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Last name beginning with F-L
Friday, March 6, 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Last name beginning with M-R
Monday, March 9, 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. and

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Last name beginning with S-Z and

anyone who missed an earlier time

Deposits payable at the Business
Office in Stoke Hall Main Lounge
Any questions? ...just call us at The
Department of Housing, 862-212Q

Stephen Lake, 18, of 53 Birchwood Dr.,
Narraganse, R.I., was found guilty of receiving stolen property. He was charged
on Jan. 26 by University Police.
Gregory A. Russell, 20, of Stoke Hall, was
found guilty of possession of a controlled
drug. He was charged on Feb. S by University Police.

Christopher R. Wilson, 19, of Hubbard
Hall, was found guilty of criminal mischief. He was charged on Jan. 26 by University Police.
In Durham District Court on Feb. 28:
Brett J. Mutney, 21, of 230 Wilson St.,
Manchester, was found guilty of interfering
with fire alarms. He was charged on Jan 23.
by University Police, stemming from an
incident that occurred on Sept. 1S at the
Gables.

ADVElflSING DEADLINES
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Friday.
FHISE DEADLINES WERE

Nor MADE ro BE BIOKEN

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS AWARENESS WEEK!

INFORMATION AND DISCUSSION OF
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
The University of Nevv Hampshire student population includes
over ONE-THOUSAND NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS!
Are You One?

If you think you might be a Non-Trad, then probably you are.
C<C<CCCCC<CCCCC<CCC<CCCCC<C <C<CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC<C<

DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS, ARE THERE ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE ADDRESSED?

MARCH 9-13 UNH MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
WATCH UNH CALENDAR of EVENTS or THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR
MORE INFORMATION or CALL 862-4YOU or NTSO 862-0113
cccceccce<c<c<ecccecccecccc<c<c<e<e<eccccccccccccccce<e<C<

PFO funded
sponsored by UNH NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS ORGANIZATION, Room 136A MUB
All events are open to anyone interested in NON-TRAD issues.

THF NFW H,-'\ \ W"-> i liRE,

Random Writings is a column written by TNH
staff, and represents the byproducts of
otherwise useful and respectable work at this
newspaper.
t.
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The Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

by Birger Dahl

My father always used to walk society of waste would create a sport in which
around the house singing, "You can't a group of people close themselves off in
rollerskate in a buffalo herd," and I never building and roll around in a circle for no
apparent reason.
knew exactly what he meant
The only reason I can find is pure
. I had a slight inkling, but I could
never turn to someone and say, "You know, self-satisfaction and the fact that people travel
Roger Miller was making a statement about in the same direction as everyone else when
the socioeconomic impact the destruction they rollerskate.
After this examination of
of the Native American population has had
rollerskating,
we see the symbolism of the
on the present democratic capitalist sysself-satisfying
capitalist system carried on a
tem." Although I don't know if I ever will be
wave
of
popular
support (people traveling in
able to make this kind of argument, there
the
same
direction).
are probably some professors here who, at
We see a further connection when
one point, have.
we
examine
the structure of rollerskates
Allow me to imagine how this
They
are most often made of
themselves.
argument may have been made.
leather.
But
it
is
doubtful
that anything other
After all, buffalo; like the Native
than
the
leather
was
used
from the dead
Americans, were slaughtered by European
animal
it
was
taken
from.
settlers during the settlement of this contiRollerskate wheels are made of
nent, which began close to four centuries
plastic.
Hard
plastics, such as those which go
ago.
These animals were also hunted into making rollerskate wheels, are generally
by the Native Americans, but they were not bio-degradable. And the metal which
hunted in a much more responsible way. connects the wheels to the actual shoe was
The Native Americans, after killing the stripped from the Earth at great expense to the
beasts, used every part of the animal. There environment. Rollerskates are an ideal repwas no waste: This is indicative of the resentation of the damage our society has
Native American lifestyle, which, unlike done to the environment.
our own, attempted to live with nature and
Now what does Roger Miller mean
had a great deal of respect for the environ- when he says, "You can't rollerskate in a
ment
buffalo herd?" What has our society
When Roger Miller sings ·about a (rollerskating), prevented us from doing?
buffalo herd, he may be using this buffalo
We cannot rollerskate in buffalo
herd symbolically to represent the way of herds- meaning that we have been disconlife that existed here before European nected in some way to nature and the culture
settlement The destruction of the buffalo of the Native Americans. This statement also
and of Native American cultures is charac- indicates that this disconnection is damaging
teristic of the way our present culture treats not only to nature and the extinct culture of
nature..
the Native Americans, but to us as well.
Expansion, agriculture and indusBuffalo herds and Native American
try, carried on the wings of the popular idea cultures are near extinction, and so we autoof Manifest Destiny, caused the destruction matically see the negative impact we have
of these native cultures, and the buffalo. had on nature. The damage done to us is
This is an example of how our culture treats represented in the fact that rollerskating is
the environment in general driven by the something we consider g'ood.
forces of capitalism and a wave of popular
But in this scenario we cannot
support for this system.
rollerskate. Therefore, the relationship beSo, just in the phrase "buffalo tween buffalo herds and rollerskating is
herd". Roger Miller has captured the rela- harmful to both sides. The relationship betionship between the Native American cul- tween the two cultures, represented in
ture and the capitalist system. Genius really. rollerskating and buffalo herds, is harmful to
But the real commentary comes both cultures.
when looking at the whole phrase, "You
can't rollerskate in a buffalo herd," with
This may be a stretch, and you may
special attention paid to the word disagree with what I have written. I would
"rollerskate."
welcome a counter-argument. If you would
Rollerskating is a product of the like to point out any flaws in my logic, please
present capitalist system. We ·are a feel free to submit your argument to the
rollerskating society, if you will. Only a Forum page.
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Grad Sc/zoo! Applicants
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THIS IS THE KIND OF MATH PROBLEM
WE HELP You SOLVE.
We'll show you the odds you're up against as a Grad School applicilnt. :\nJ
we'll show you how Rankin can give you the skills. practice. cnin~ and
support to make the odds work in your favor. Because the answer tl' the abt,\·e
problem isn't one tenth.
It's Ronkin !

EDUCATIONH GROUP
WE'LL MAKE SURE You MAKE IT.
An .!ducational counseling and test preparation co:n?a:iy
with centers nation wide.
LSAT • G~AT • GRE • ~KAT
PORTSMOUTH • 436-341 1
NATIONWIDE 1-800-2-TEST-HI

FINANCIAL AID SEMINAR
MARCH 5 7:00 PM
FINANCIAL AID & SCHOLARSHIP ASSISTANCE
FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL
** TO BE HELD AT RONKIN ••
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Make the VP search your business

As we speak, a selection committee is
working on finding a new Vice President
for Student Affairs.
Finding that person is not going to be
easy, but someone has to arise from the
145 applications the committee is currently reviewing.
Although three students are represented
on the committee of 18, TNHis concerned
about what type of person will be put into
the position.
In a TNH Feb. 28 article, some people
expressed that the new VP must be "decisive" and "strong." Students agree that
this person must be confident and able to
make decisions, however, many of us
worry that this person could tum into a
disciplinarian.
For the students' sake, this person must
care about the students and want to be fair
with them. Most of all, this person must be

ETTERS
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willing to hear the students' side before
coming to any conclusions.
Think about how much this person
will affect your lives. He or she will be in
charge of handing down alcohol policies
and 11- point plans for the future. This
person has the potential to alter student
life for years to come.
If the committee puts the right person
into office, then those years will probably
be balanced ones. But, if the wrong person slips through, life could become hard
for students and student leaders.
In past years, students have spoken out
on issues. And sometimes, the administration has listened. This new VP needs to
listen to students, not just once in a while,
but full-time.
TNH will be following the VP search
closely. The newspaper will take a closer
look at the candidates and look at how

presently incorrect calendar and
methods of fixing it. For some
strange reason I felt compelled to
present it in a forum of my peers. So
here it is.
The way it is now, we have an
extra day (2/29) every four years
To the editor:
(kinda like the Olympics) unless
ff s that time of year again. The the year is divisible by 100 (but not
time to elect new leaders to repre- divisible by 1,000). This system
sent the Student Body of the Uni- also requires that the years 2000
versity of New Hampshire. We and S0000 must have an extra day
would just like to notify you that to make it all come out even.
petitions are ready for Student Body
Needless to say in our present
President and Vice-President These age of ever increasing scientific
petitions are available to all full- advancement we should be able to
time undergraduate students who have a calendar that works. Howhave been enrolled in classes at ever, upon further consideration we
least three semesters at the Univer- came to the conclusion that all truly
sity of New Hampshire in Durham reasonable ways to even out the
at the beginning of his or her tenn of calendar would require a great deal
office. These petitions are avail- of math. We realized that someable for you at the Student Senate thing drastic must be done.
office, Room 130 at the MUB.
Our planet rotates too slowly.
We strongly encourage you to It only gives us 365.25 days a year
take an interest in Student Leader- (and we have to wait 'till leap year
ship and consider yourself a candi- to get our .25 !). If we slow down the
date for these positions. Please planet's revolution so that we would
come in and speak to or call Jennifer have a 384 day year everything
Pepin or Andrea Chochilo in the would worlcoutjustfine. We would
Student Senate office: 862-1494. have 24 hour days, eight day weeks,
Please keep in mind that the dead- four week (32 day) months, and
line for the petitions is Friday March exactly 12 months per year.
7 at 5 p.m.. We look forward to
Now of course we realize that
speaking with you soon.
some pragmatist will ask us how we
plan to slow down the earth's revoJennifer Pepin lution. The answer is mass! If we
and Andrea Chochilo gain 4.8828 percent of our mass
Election Coordinators (321.5433xl018 tons/291.6692xl0 18
metric tons) the planet will rotate
slower due to its centripetal force.
. What mass you say? Afew asteroids
would do the trick (I know, don't
tell me that amount of mass would
To the editor:
be almost four times that of the
While musing about the ap- moon, but I think we can cross that
proaching date of 2/29, I came upon bridge when someone donates
an interesting idea regarding our enough money to actually begin

Election time

Anew

calendar?

this noble endeavor).
While we 're at it, we could also
fix the lunar calendar. If we added
enough mass to the moon to slow it
down toa32-day month we'd be all
set (I can't tell you exactly how
much that is because n'l y roommate
has refused to do another equation).
We could just define the month as
beginning on the new moon.
Neat huh!? The only problem
we have left is what to call our extra
day. We originally thought it should
be Octday (Eighth day...Latin, get
it?). There is, however, an unfortunate precedent set by our autumnal friend October. October is not
the eighth month, but the tenth
month. You must subtract two from
ten to get oct in October. We "therefore must follow the rule where we
subtract two from Octday, making
it..Sexday! You can do whatever
you want on Sexday, but I think that
it should become part of the weekend.
Respectfully submitted in the
firm belief that the only road to true
fulfillment is the free exchange of
views in a marketplace of ideas,
Jon Radwan & Todd Bubar
UNH Students

Forum
corrections
To the editor:
My forum article, "Ignorance
and Diversity" on Feb. 25 had a few
importantediting errors that I would
like to point out.
In the fourth paragraph, "The
diversitymovementmustgo beyond
a university community... " should
have read: ''The diversity movement must go beyond a celebration

they affected life on their former campuses.
As the committee narrows the search
down to finalists this spring, TNH urges
you to listen and respond. If there is someone among the finalists whom you don't
think would benefit this position, speak
up. Write to the committee, or send us
letters to the editor.
The search for the Vice President for
Student Affairs is a priority. You are the
people this person will most greatly affect. You can make a difference in the
decision by giving your input.
The administration runs the school,
but without students, UNH would not
exist. You help pay the administrators'
salaries. It's up to you to track your investment and be sure that your money is being
spent wisely.

of groups, to a realization that in
dealing with needs of the entire
university community, specific issues must be dealt with."
In the fifth paragraph, "I would
argue that the absolute truths and
the objective morality are purely
relative" should have read: "I would
argue that the absolute truths and
the objective morality they write
about are purely relative."
And the first half of the sixth
paragraph was reprinted all wrong.
It should have read: "The values of
openness, sensitivity and equality

that Mr. Fitzgerald accuses diversity proponents of forcing on other
cultures, are the values that will
bring peoples together. For although
Mr. Fitzgerald might want to perpetuate the status quo, and he might
revel in colonial oppression as
demonstrated by the British
colonialists or the Spaniards, a sizable number of us want change,
progress and peace."
Kirk Cordell
UNH Senior
letters cont., page 14
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By Chris Carney
TNH Arts Staff

an excellent cover of the Metallica song
"Enter Sandman."
Another cover, and one of the
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones de- strongest songs on the album, is a ska-horns
buted as an opening act for Boston's hardcore version of Slaphot's "What's At Stake."
giant Slapshot in late 1990 and have since Dealing with the stupidity of drug use,
released two albums on Taang records. The mainly heroin and crack, Dicky and crew
plaid-clad group of eight Bostonians, plus have taken a great song and have made it
additional musicians, released a debut al- great once again. I am still unsure of whose
bum Devils Night Out in early 1991. A ska- version I like better, but why should I have
hardcore band with horns, hence the to choose?
Bosstones in theirname, The Mighty Mighty
Other strong tracks include "DocBosstones have become a popular club band tor D," on which Dicky seems to revert to
throughout the Northeast.
the more guttural vocalsofDevilsNight Out,
I had the good fortune to see The and "Guns and the Young," similar in its
Bosstones debut, and I was treated to an discussion of guns to the Dead Kennedy's
early view of what was to
classic "Rambozo the
prove a great band. The
Clown."
band's new album More
The
bands'
Noise & Other Disturbances
plaid wearing craze is
once again proves, as did
discussed in "Bad In
Devils Night Out, that my
Plaid." "Polka dots just
initial reaction to The
don't go, pointy shoes
Bosstones was correct. The
hurt my toes, paisley
members are a highly talmakes me nauseous,
ented crowd( group being
when I'm down in plaid
too small a word, with upbe cautious. I'm bad in
wards of 15 musicians on stage at any one plaid and I'm plaid and I'm proud." The
time).
personality and uniqueness of the band is
,
expressed by their "head to toe" wearing of
The Mighty Mighty Boss tones have it.
eight full-time members: vocalist Dicky
Perhaps the strongest track on the
Barrett, guitarist Nate Albert, trombonist alburri is "They Came To Boston." AcyniDennisBrockenborough,saxophonistKevin cal view of the multi-national, multi-state,
Lenear, saxophonist Tim (Johnny Vegas) ~osmppolitan personality of Boston's colBurton, drummer Joe Sirois, boss-tonist Ben · leges, the song is a mix off all the things that
Carr and bass-fictdlemanJoe Gittleman. More make The Mighty Mighty Boss tones a great
Noise & Other Disturbances is a collection band.
of upbeat ska and fast paced, slam-danceable
Dicky Barrett's vocals, like
hardcore with many horns. As a whole, it is Slapshot veteran Choke's, are deep, gutslightly more mellow than Devils Night Out, tural and often scratchy. As if it's a rule that
but this almost makes it better.
all male vocalists on Taang records have to
More Noise & Other Disturbances have strange voices.
has received much radio play on area staThe Mighty Mighty Bosstones is a
tions including WFNX 101.7 and our own group filled with talent, attitude and plaid.
WUNH 91.3. This is mostly due to the first · They are enjoyable to fans of both hardcore
single "Where'd You Go?" Released as a and ska music and with the addition of the
single a month or so before the album itself horns section they go steps beyond many
was released, "Where'dYouGo?"is ahappy, groups in creativity. With two albums and a
boppin ska tune, which is less happy once Converse All-Stars commercial under their
the lyrics are read. Included on the single is belt The Mighty Mighty Bosstones are
poised on the brink of national success.
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Karl's and Fritz's - UNH s
lunchtruck sup•rh•ro•s
1

By Ben Zipkin
· TNH Arts Staff
"What do you want!" Karl yells,
half-joking, half-serious. From within the
writhing mass of bodies assembled in front of
Karl's lunchtruck a voice quickly replies,
''Two little girls on the rag, a large snot, and
small brown cow!" Karl feverishly turns and
spins inside his little lunchtruck, moving from
the grill to the condiments, from the fryers to
plastic crates filled with food. Outside the
truck, students mingle, laughing and eagerly
awaiting a mouthful of Karl's famous chow.
.Karl Kracklow has been serving
UNH for 27 years. Legend tells us that it was
Karl's brother Fritz who started the lunchtruck
business at UNH almost three decades ago,
with trucks at three places around campus
and on Main Street Fritz set Karl up at his
spot in the upper quad. However, after the
years Karl and Fritz grew apart due to personal differences, and eventually Fritz quit
the business, choosing to enter a career in real
estate. Just last year, Fritz sold his last truck
to UNH student Brian Murray, and is probably off somewhere selling prime real estate.
Murray, the new owner of Fritz's,
located across from Sawyer Hall in Area I,
admits that the competition with Karl's is
rough, even though business is picking up. "I

have my own customers and so
does he," Murray says.
Even though Fritz is
not around anymore, Murray
decided to keep the name because of the tradition and the
famous "Fritz's steaks."
Fritz's food is all high
-quality stock, according to
Murray. "Fritz's steaks are famous, and they are by far the
most popular item, although I'v~
just added cheese fries to the
menu, and they 're getting more
popular," Murray said .
Murray said on Thursday through Saturday some of
his customers are drunk.
''They're mostly partiers coming home who need something
to eat to help alleviate the bed
spins."
Murray said that he
gets to know what's going on
around campusby working at
Fritz's. "I've gotten to bea party
information station," he said. "I
get all the scoops from the people
passing by."
Karl also has become a campus eye.
"I've got an eye on everything," Karl says

"Glv• rH som• snoffl•s!" (hn Zipkin TNH Steff Photo).
with a chuckle.
And does he ever. Karl's is sheer
mayhem on the weekend, with students appearing in droves, forming
lines so long that there is
sometimes a 30 minute wait
for food.
However, the students
don't really care. While most
students flock to Karl's (it's
open late and the food is
cheap), there is something else
about Karl's. "I like Karl's
attitude," UNH student Mike
Kennedy said.
Karl's is much more than
just a place where intoxicated
partygoers can get a cheap
bitetoeat-it':;ap lace integral
to the UNH social scene. Karl
couldn't even begin to count
the number of drunken people
who have vomited by the

truck. Married couples have professed to
meeting in the line at Karl's. "I've got enough
stories to last 27 years," Karl said.
While Fritz's may not have the tradition and history that Karl's has, one thing is
for sure - the food is good. The majority of
Fritz's customers come from Area I. "The
food is great, and it's a lot easier than walking
over to Karl's," said an Area I student.

Fritz's steaks are exceptionally
good, as are all the subs on the menu. Murray
has been working since September, and has
improved the quality of the food and service.
UNH has been blessed with social
scene that offers food and good times for little
more than a few dollars. A night out is almost
incomplete without a late-night trip to Karl's
or Fritz's. You never know who you will run
into in line, and you can almost always find
out what is going on partywise around campus. What more can you ask for from a
lunchtruck?

lllen Mulloy • oWHr encl cook of Plltz'1 (hn Zipkin TNH Stoff Photo).
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Call Dea nna or Den at 862 -14 90
or -stop by room 151 in the MU D

The flo at in g ex pe rie nc e of IK A ·
By Jeffrey Shepard
TNH Arts Staff
Imagine sitting comfortably in a
chair with your eyes closed, listening to the
music of a flute, two guitars and a mandolin.
As the sounds and voices expand, you begin
to feel yourself learning how to breathe.
Slowly you rise, floating on the air in your
lungs and meshing with the voice that sings,
"My spirit is like a fire."
I don't know how else to describe
the feeling of listening to the music of IKA,
an acoustic group on campus who plays all
original music. The band's harmonies melt
together within the rich sound of the instruments their melodies weave the various tones
together and their lyrical images of "Fiery
Hearts,""Autumn Leaves," and "Mountains"
all create a wonderful floating experience.
IKA is a female group that has been
playing together for six months. Jill Kelly
sings and plays tambourine and guitar. Sarah
Henry plays the flute, violin, recorder and
sings. Kim Cloutier plays the guitar, and
Kristin Mueller switches between vocals,
guitar and mandolin. Originally the band's
name was meant as an acronym, but they
have since learned that ilea is an African tribal
word meaning woman.
The band members' influences are
:lS varied as the color of their socks. Henry
:ashions red-speckled wool, Mueller wears
eal,Kelly showsoff hermulti- colored,f uzzy
'corn poppy" and Cloutier favors black. But
in music, Mueller loves Irish folk songs and
Henry has roots in classical.
As Henry said, "I've played classical since I was really little." She started with
piano at the age of four, and took up violin
when she was eight. It was not until she came
to UNH that she started improvisation on the
violin, but you would not know it listening to
her play.
Kelly sang in a cover band in high
school, and last year she ~tarted playing with
Cloutier, who had just begun learning guitar.
The two wrote original music and have performed at coffee houses together ever since.
Mueller, on the other hand, has been

playing guitar since high school. Recently
she has been playing more mandolin than
guitar, primarily due to her involvement with
the bluegrass band Riding the Kitchen Range.
However, she switches between the two with
no difficulty.
For IKA, being an all-female group
is important. Kelly says, "We really want to
keep that."
"We have something shared," says
Cloutier, "The same kind of feelings about
the same kind of things."
Overall, the band's music is a way
for the members to share their perspective,
and for Mueller, "our perspective is important to me."
For instanc, Mueller wrote a song
called "Autumn Leaves," relating her experience of sitting under a tree wishing it was
Autumn.
Kelly wrote a song that she says is
"about domestic violence" with the line "she
may never feel again." From these different
perspectives different meanings have developed.
"We all bring something into it,"
says Cloutier, "Jill throws out words, Sarah
has her own line, and we all have our unique
style. We come out through the music, each
of us."
It seems that IKA's music is a way
forthemto holdonto theiriden tityaswom en,
much like cultural organizations on campus
hold onto their roots. As Cloutier put it, "It's
a spiritual-type thing."
;However, IKA's concern with their
identity is not for the purpose of excluding
others. The band members wish to share their
experiences, but more importantly they want
"to play music and have a good time," according to Mueller.
"It's a celebration," says Kelly, "I
think its great. I think its wonderful , I love
it!"
The four of them will be playing for
the Coffee House Collective series tonight at
7 p.m. in the MUB Entertainment Center.
The series is put on by a number of student
organizations and each coffee house offers a

IKA will play In fh• MUD •nterfcalnment center tonight
(JeffNy Shepard TNH Staff Photo).
particular theme. Carolyn Lambert, of Amnesty International, asked IKA to perfonn in
celebration of International Women's Day
because they are an all-female group and fit
the theme well.
Having seen IKA perform twice, I

strongly urge you to see them play at the
coffee house tonight. They perform a wonderful set, and Mueller's mandolin strumming and Henry's flute and violin leads are
something you cannot miss. But most of all,
their songs are great floating experiences. So
check 'em out!
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Petitions to appear on the ballot
for the

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT/
STUDENT BODY VICE PRESIDENT
ELECTIONS

are now available in the
Student Senate Office ·
Rm. 130, MUB
For more information, see Andrea Chechile
or Jen Pepin, or call 862-1494
Deadline to rde petition is Friday,
March 27, 5 p.m.
\

Announcing low-interest loons for
high-petfonnance machines.
Here's how you can afford an Apple®
Macintosh® computer, even ifyou can't afford
a Macintosh.
Qualifying students, parents borrowing
on behalf of students, and faculty and staff
. members with an annual salary of at least
$15,(XX), can purchase a Macintosh using
the Apple Computer Loan program.
Apply to borrow from $1,500 to $10,CXX)
for the computer, other Apple productsinduding the AppleCant extended service
p1an, and up to three software packages.

Ifyou're a student, you'll be able to defer
principal payments for up to 48 months while
in school, making interest-only payments until
30 days after you graduate or leave school.
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you
can take up to eight years to repay.*
So stop by and fill out an Apple Computer
· Loan application today. You could be driving
a very powerful machine sooner than you think.

For more information and to see the latest machines stop by the ·
University Technology Center in Thompson Hall
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., Mon. - Fri.
or visit the Macintosh demo on March 10 • 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in
the lobbies of Mcconnel and Kingsbury Halls and in the MUB
~The interest rate is the average ojt~ higher ofthe 30-day or ~ay commeraal paper rates as reported in the Wl/1 Street Journal, plus a spread of 435%. AfterJune 30, 1992, the spread may increase ifprogram costs
increase, bui 11111/ not exceed 5. 6%; extstmg borrowers would be notified at least 30 days m advance. The loan may be prepaid at any time witboUI penalty. For the month of October, 1991, the rate was 10.068%, with
an_annual percemage rate of11.4035%. This ra1e would result in monJhly payments of l18.81 for every ll,000 borrowed. The total finance charge for each IJ,000 borrowed would be 1442.87. Jjyou elect to defer
pnncipa/ payments/or four years, the APR on your loan will be 11.032"1%. lour monthly payments during the dejennenl period will be 18.28, and your first monthly payment ofprindpa/ and interest will be 129.67
per every ll,000 borrowed. Tbe Iola/ finance charge on every II,000 you borrow will be 1647.24. The interest raJe is subject to increase after you have received the loan Each applicant pays a 120.00 non-refundable
~';~t;:'/1,~·a:tJ::::Uve:,!:,.':;a"'!:
~!,loan ongma11on Jee. Loan appltcallons afterJune 30, 1992, may be subject to a htgber loan originaJion Jee. The loan origination fee will be added to the
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macint05h are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleCare is a registered service mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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U2 tickets • - enyone!!!!
ther. He called the phone sales "the dumbest
thing, a fiasco."
He cited two reasons for what he
considers the unsoundness of the exclusive
Made Lotterahand is ready to give
sale of tickets over the phone lines. First of
over his $150 leather jacket to anyone who
all, he said it is unfair because persons with
will give him two tickets to the March 17 U2
computers hooked up to their phones have a
concert at the Boston Garden. He even has
greater chance of having their phone calls put
fliers around campus to advertise his desthrpugh. Secondly, the problem of scalpers
peration.
purchasing tickets is not solved
Lotterahand, a UNH
because "they can give fake credit
sophomore, like thousands of
card numbers" as a means of dodgother U2 fans was unable to get
ing the two- person ticket limit, he
through the Garden's ticket line
said.
Sunday, in what was the first
According to Wayland, the
time tickets for a local concert
Garden handles the scalper probhave been sold exclusively by
lem by verifying the name and
phone. U2 has dictated that all
credit card numbers of purchasers
of the concerts on their US tour
before the tickets are sent out. If
be sold in this way, in an attempt
any information coincides, the
to thwart scalpers.
tickets are canceled.
"It was ridiculous hitDoug Berg of Tea Party
ting redial, redial, redial for two
was reported in a Boston
Concerts
hours," says Lotterahand, who
last week as saying,
article
Globe
rotated shifts on the phone with
a handful of these
only
expect
"We
his roommates.
go to scalpers."
to
tickets
Garden
The U2 concert is easaid that he
Lotterahand
gerly anticipated by many. The
in line
waited
have
rather
would
Irish band hasn't gone on tour
have
to
than
tickets
get
to
hours
for
since their Rattle and Hum
signal
busy
a
hearing
with
deal
to
albumcame out three years ago.
in his eardrum.
Jay Mills, a UNH
"Then only the true fans
junior, got up bright and early
the tickets, those who
get
would
Sunday to compete with thouto stand in line to
willing
were
sands of others vying to get
wanted to see the
really
they
prove
through the ticket line. "Baab,
said.
he
band,"
baali, baah" was all he heard on
According to Berg, ''The
· his end of the two phones he had
in the last five years
pattern
sales
going in his office.
Photo).
Stcaff
TNH
Zipkin
(D•n
tlck•ts
for
cadv•rtls•
fcans
D•sp•rcat.
phone sales and
toward
been
has
"It was really annoyaway from outlets. As many as 80
ing," he said.
percent of concert tickets have been
Then he would get
through. But only to hear a pre-recorded by Ticket Pro within four hours and 20 min- ets. It's a mystery who did get tickets at all. sold outside of box offices. The public prefers
message of a robotic lady's voice telling him utes, according to Wayland. He added that They end up hurting their fans in the end," it."
Has Mark had any takers yet on his
all circuits were busy. As if he didn't already Ticket Pro had a recorded message prepared said Scott Soterion, owner of Front Row.
Soterion said that he has received proposed leather jacket swap?
know.
immediately after the tickets sold out
"Well, my roommate told me I got a
Steve Lewis, who graduated from numerous phone calls from frustrated people
Over a half a million phone calls
when I wasn 'thome. "Who knows,"
today
call
for
tickets
for
turn
to
where
know
don't
who
10,000
lucky
the
of
one
was
minutes
May,
45
last
first
the
UNH
within
attempted
were
he said with a chuckle.
after the tickets went on sale at 10 a.m., whose time spent on the phone was not in the popular band.
A spokesman for AA Super ·Tix,
He says he doesn't really mind givaccording to Matthew Wayland, president of vain.
"I called straight through from 10 to also located in Manchester, said his outlet ing up the jacket to see U2-- it's too big for
Ticket Pro, the agency that handles the
one. I had six other friends on different phones was not successful in purchasing tickets ei- him.
Garden's ticket sales.
"It was complete luck of the draw
(who got through the ticket line) and that
makes it fair," says Wayland.
Ticket Pro had 72 people at terminals manning the overload of phone calls.
"It went well. I think we accomplished what we had intended to," said
Wayland.
More than 10,000 tickets were sold

By Colleen Murphy
TNH Arts Staff

and I was the only one to get through," he
said.
Local ticket outlets, too, competed
on the phone lines. Front Row, in Manchester, was not able to purchase any tickets for
resale to the public.
"We tried, but it was extremely difficult. They (U2) wanted to give the tickets to
their true fans, but most fans didn't get tick-
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ROMANCE and QUIET MOMENTS
· IN OUR PRIVATE HOT TUB ROOM RENTAlS.

. • SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EACH 1UB ROOM•
SUITE w/VIDEO Pl.AYER & WUNGE AREA• TOWF.18 AND HAIR DRYERS FURNISHED

See Ben or
Deanna in
room 1151
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
PHOTO GALLERY

TNH PHOTO GALLERY
WANTS YOUR PHOTOS!
PLEASE SUBMIT WORKS OF ART
OR INTEREST TO MUB ROOM 151.
PRINTS ONLY PLEASE. ALL
PHOTOS WILL BE RETURNED
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Election reflections and faculty salaries
"Bringing a bit of levity to a difficult situaton"
By Steven Bornstein
Asst. Prof. Communication Disorders
I have written several articles over
the past two years to The New Hampshire and The_Campus Journal in an
attempt to bring a bit oflevity to difficult situations. However, with the ludicrous stalemate between the administration and the union, I am writing to
say that I too am completely disenchanted with the status of
this University, and as a result, I have decided to change
professions. In this regard, I am hoping that the collective
creative genius that exists at The New Hampshire will assist
me with my new venture. Although I know this next statement
is self-serving, long before the revival of programs such as
"Green Acres" and "Mr. Ed" on cable networks, I had that
same dream of making these classics available for a new
generation. However, I have one hope left to make my career
change using this same concept. But I need help to make a
video of my idea and market it The concept involves recreating a 1990's version of a 1960's program, which I will now
call ''The New Hampshire Hillbillies. Let me try to describe
this video to you. Be forewarned, if I find it necessary to use
the Vulcan Mind Probe to get the visual and auditory images
from my brain waves to yours, I will not hesitate to do so.
Of course, every television program needs to begin with a .
theme song, and I confess that I am borrowing the melody
from that brilliant show from several decades ago, ''The
Beverly Hillbillies":
11

Come and listen to my story 'bout a man named Judd,
A New Hampshire man, who treated UNH like mud.
And then one day.for the budget how he prayed,
When up through hisfriends came somefundsfromMedicaid.
(As an incentive for your help, I have hired Ted Kennedy and

his Boston dialect to do the speaking part).
TED KENNEDY VOICE-OVER: Uh, soiled that is. Uh,
republican gold. New Hampshuh ciduh.
(Now back to the singing part):
Well the first thing you know, old Judd's still gov-er-ner.
The kinfolks said "Judd, whatcha stayin' fer?"
They said "Go to D.C., its the thing you gotta do."
So he hopped on a plane and he made like Sununu.
TED KENNEDY VOICE-OVER: Uh, the John man that is.
Uh,lobbyingpools.Politicalstah s.THENEWHAMPSHUH
HILLBILUES!
Now at this point we have to replace Lester Flatts and Earl
Scruggs on the banjo solo with the Shaw Brothers, naturally.
While they are playing their dueling banjos, we'll cut to
several scenes from around the state while the characters are
introduced. First, we'll see the brothers playing while standing
outside the abandoned entrance to the still undeveloped
Pease Air Force Base. Then you'll have to imagine the
following captions while the following scenes are occurring.
"Starring Judd Gregg as Uncle Judd Clampett. For this we' 11
go to an aerial view of the statehouse as we see the guv'ner
wander aimlessly up the steps wearing that same fashionable
straw hat he wore just for President Bush. Did you see him
cheerleading in the background with it on his head? (What a
guy! I bet he even wears lamp shades at parties).
"Also starring in her farewell performance, Chancellor
Claire Von Ummersen as Granny. For this we need to have
a wide-angle view of the UNH campus as Granny chases after
students and tries to hit them with rolled-up diplomas.
"Fred Schnur as Mr. Drysdale." The camera sneaks a
hidden view of Mr. Drysdale in his office, bent over his desk,
feverishly filling out entry forms for Ed McMahon's
$10,000,000 jackpot giveaway.
,
"Barbara Montgomery as Jane Hathaway." I haven't figured out how to film this one yet because everybody who
11

11

knows Barbara knows she is nothing like Jane Hathaway in
any way whatsoever. But hey, this is the '90s and its time we
put things in a different per~pective.
"And featuring Bill Clinton as Jethro and Gennifer Flowers as Ellie Mae." You remember Jethro: he thought he could
be a brain surgeon. And Bill Clinton, he thought...well, I'll
stop there with the analogy. I thought we could hire these two
to come to campus and have Ellie Mae chase Jethro around
Thompson Hall a couple of times, and then catch him and pin
him on the front lawn with his arm in a hammerlock as he yells
out "Heeeeeelp Uncle Judd. Heeeeeelp."
Actually, there are far more people past and present, in the
New Hampshire statehouse and on the administration's negotiating team who have financially strangled state aid to this
University and crippled faculty salaries who I would have
liked to propose playing the role of Jethro Clampett. And I
would have liked to say something to the effect that I would
personally be conducting auditions looking for someone to
play the role ofEllie Mae. However, to somewhat modify the
lyrics of the Grammy-winning band R.E.M., many of us feel
caught in the position "Oh nof I've said too much. I haven't
said enough. I'm losing my profession." However, while the
economy is in a recession, the mood of society is in a
depression. And in today's climate, as Professor Diogenes
alluded to in last week's New Hampshire, we have become
overly conscious. somewhat out of necessity, of saying
something which could jeopardize one's career, or of being
accused of being prejudiced and insensitive. The 1960s
became the 1990s, and the pendulum swung to the opposite
extreme and hit us in the face. As I read Professor Diogenes'
letter, I thought of a quote from Elbert Hubbard, American
author and publisher (1856-1915), which I am afraid is
applicable to the present: "To Escape Criticism - Do Nothing,
Say Nothing, Be Nothing."

Know what is and is not recycla ble
I

By Corrina Roman
UNH Junior
In a time of growing concern for our environment, it is
heartening to know that UNH is trying to do its part to lessen
its impact on the environment. Specifically, U.N.H. has a
recycling program which is reducing the amount our solid

DO

waste that would otherwise be incinerated. We have reached
a point where we now recycle approximately 30 percent of
our waste stream.
In all of the academic buildings and residence halls on
campus, members of the UNH community can find recycling
stations. At each station, there is a blue barrel for aluminum
cans, bottles and plastic containers (#1 and #2 only). Also,
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THE "sILICON-BREAST
r11rLANrl ONE oF
THE SAFEST PRODUCTS
WE'VE EVER MADE!
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there is a black bin for computer paper, newspaper and
colored paper. There are more specifics at each station,
making it easy to determine whether or not an item is in fact
recyclable through the UNH Recycling Program.
What many people fail to realize is that not everything is
recyclable through the UNH program. The company, Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI), which picks up our recyclables
has worked out a contract with UNH which specifies which
items it will pick up and recycle. BFI then sells these items
to companies which use our recyclables to make new products. For example, aluminum can be melted down and reused
to make new aluminum products. It is important for UNH to
give BFI only those items which can be recycled. If our loads
of recyclables are contaminated, BFI fines UNH.
Some of the most common contaminants found in our
loads of recyclables are, flatboard, broken glass, No. 5 or No.
6 plastics, napkins, paper towels, tissues, pizza boxes, food
and shiny paper. Flatboard is a gray cardboard which is not
accepted by BFI due to its inferior quality. Plastics that are not
No. 1 or No. 2 are not accepted by BFI, as there is not a high
demand for them in the marketplace. Napkins, paper towels
and tissues are all low quality paper and cannot be recycled.
Pizza boxes are not recyclable, even if they are corrugated
cardboard, because they have food on them. Shiny paper
found in magazines and advertisements is not accepted by
BFI. While food may be great for a compost heap, it doesn't
have a place in a recycling bin.
UNH is fortunate to have a recycling program. We must
all do our part to continue our success in reducing the amount
of waste we incinerate. It is also important for us to be
knowledgeable in regard to what is and what is not recyclable.
If our recyclables are contaminated, UNH has a larger bill to
pay. Ultimately, the costs will be passed along to the student
body. Hopefully, UNH will continue to increase the percentage of waste recycled, while at the same time work to decrease
the amount of contamination in our loads of recyclables.
If you have any questions, please call the UNH Recycling Office at 862-3100.
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Students I or
Choice

Your first job after graduation
should offer you more than just a
paycheck. We can offer you an
experience that lasts a lifetime.
In Peace Corps, you'll
immerse yourself in a new culture,
learn a ·new language, receive
training and develop important
ski-lls .. .and help to improve the
lives of others while at the same
time-enriching your own.
· In.science or engineering,

education, agricuhure, health, the
environment. and many other
disciplines, Peace Corps projects
around the world are bringing
help to where it's
needed. ; .iri
more than 70
countries in
Latin
America. Asia,
Africa, and
Central Europe.

University of New Hampshire's P~ace Corps Rec~iter,
Jennifer Fox served as a volunteer m Paraguay. Fmd out
how it changed her life!
•

Stop by Wolf House or call for an appomtment.

Peace C~rps Office: 862-1880
'- ~-~~~~~=-~-_;UNH
;__;;.._:;_~;;;
-~ -· _;__;.~--·~-•-,_..;.__=:;___~-----==
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To the editor:
In the past I've given The New
Hampshire the benefit of the doubt.
I've made excuses for your mistakes and forgiven your blunders.
But I must admit that my patience is
growing thin and my respect is
dwindling. I realize that The New
Hampshire is the New England
Newspaper Association 1991-1992
Newspaper of the year and as much
as I want to believe this and have
faith in my only school newspaper,
I often find myself asking-why?
The following list are the sligl)ts
that I feel The New Hampshire has
perpetrated against Students for
Choice, a recognized student organization and one that I am actively
involved with:
-Numerous misquotes of myself
and other UNH Students for Choice
members. Most notably the
mislabeling of the Students for
Choice picture in the Feb. 26, 1991
edition and the the misquotes of
myself in the Oct. 26, 1990 article.
-Misprinting (or perhaps deliberately changing?) the meeting day of
Students for Choice in my forum
article which appeared in the Sept.
20, 1991 edition of The New
Hampshire. My original forum piece
and the one I handed into The New
Hampshire on computer disk stated,
" .. .first meeting Thursday, Sept.
20,1991 and all other meetings on
Tuesdays..." The New Hampshire
printed my article to say that all of
the Students for Choice meetings
were on Thursdays. This caused a
great deal of confusion and hindered our group. I called The New
Hampshire and asked for a correction. Although I was promised a
correction, none ever appeared in
the paper.
-Paying $26 for thirteen personals
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STAFF POSITIONS OPEN
International student Orientation ·
I:e: I
1992-1993
~
An lntercultural- Opportunity!

~
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- Applications and additiona- l

...,

information can be obtained at the
I.S.O.Room 224 Hood House.
Training Sessions Required
DEADLINE : FRIDAY MARCH 13 1992

edition of The New Hampshire to
advertise our March on Washington
coordination meeting. One personal
appeared in the paper and it was
split between twodifferentcolumns.
I went in on Feb. 26 and spoke to
Linda Hyatt, Editor in Chief. She
was very conciliatory and apologized for the mistake.She promised
Students for Choice to refund our
$24 for the unrun personals and also
to run thirteen new personals in the
Feb. 28, I 9n edition of the
paper. This was at 2 p.m. At around
9 p.m. that same day, I was informed by Birger Dahl, Managing
Editor, that the deal struck by by
Linda was revoked and that Students for Choice could either have
their money refunded or have the
personals run in the Feb. 28 paper.
Students for Choice chose to run
thirteen more personals in the Feb.
28 paper and pay for them. However,
I am not pleased with this arrangement. The New Hampshire made a
business deal with Students for
Choice and then broke the deal. The
paper went back on its word, which
is a very unprofessional thing to do.
Further, different members of the
paper are telling the public different
things. There seems to be no congruence or common understanding
of the paper's rules, even among its
highest staff. I doubt that I or Students for Choice will ever be able to
take the paper's word at face value
again.
-The cartoon Puzzleton which
appeared in the Feb. 25, 1992 edition of New Hampshire, which is
blatantly anti-woman and insensitive to any woman who has ever
faced the difficult decision to have
an abortion. This, on the first day of
Women's History Month.
I would like to believe that these
mistakes are just that-mistakes.
However, I am becoming paranoid
that there is a deliberate anti-choice
movement within The New Hampshire to undermine Students for
Choice. But, I should not flatter
Students for Choice like this because
I know that other recognized student
organizations have problems with
The New Hampshire. Unfortunately, The New H ampshi.re does not
seem to ·discriminate in its mistreatment of student organizations.
I also realize that running a paper is
a very difficult task and I thank the
people who work so diligently and
devote their time and energy to the
paper. UNH needs a school newspaper and Students for Choice relies
heavily on the paper to get its
message out. But I know that The
New Hampshire can do a better job.
I do not believe nor do I want the
relationship between Students for
Choice and The New Hampshire to
be an adversarial one. I believe that
both organizations can help each
other out. The New Hampshire gets
the Students for Choice message
out promptly and correctly and
StudentsforChoicesaysgreatthings
about The New Hampshire, bolstering the paper's reputation. I
sincerely hope that our working
relationship improves in the future.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Nye
UNH Students for Choice
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ROBOTMAN ® by Jim Mer.ltt1ck
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. Since 1980, tuition up 160%;
administrators' salaries up 160%
Is this what you should be paying for?

For info, call the Dloatline: 2-2898
Paid for by faculty contributions to UNH-AAUP
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USO IS HIRING

*movie s*spea kers*e vents* photo schoo l*dark room*

WATCH GREAT FLICKS, MEET FAMOUS .
PEOPLE, SMELL LIKE NEAT ·
CHEMICALS, EAT PIZZA ....

AND GET PAID FOR ITI
Ope n appl icati ons for all posi tions

Appl icatio ns due Friday, March 13
M uso & direct or descriptions are outsid e
Room 148, MUB

Meet ings Thurs day at 5:00 p.m~ in MUSO
office. Open to all

-

tor more informa tion stop by Room 148, MUB or call 862-1485
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HELP

WANTED
Disabled person in search of personal care assistant over Spring
Break. Salary $6.25/hr. Morning and
evening hours available. Job consists of personal hygiene grooming,
meal preparation and house cleaning. Must be 18 years or older and a
U.S. citizen. For more info call 8681986 leave message.
NEED A CHEAP WAY OUT
WEST OVER BREAK? DRIVE
MY '87 HONDA TO THE SEA1TLE, WA AREA, I'LL PAY
GAS, YOU GET YOURSELF
HOME. ROOM FOR A FRIEND/
PACKAGES/SKIS/ETC. CALL
ANDREA 868-2237. COME ON,
LIVE A LITTLE.
Need Cash? Need Part-time, at
home opportunity? 37 to choose
from! $800 weelcly possible. Use
your initiatives! Rush $1 and a
self-addre~ stamped envelope
today!
Unified Product Distribution
258 Main Street, Suite 201 N.H.
Durham, NH 03824.

FUNDRAISER: WE'RE LOOKING FOR FRA1ERNITIES, SORORITIES, AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS IN1ERES1ED IN
MAKING $500-$1,500 FOR A
ONE WEEK MARKETING
PROJECT ON CAMPUS. MUST
ORGANIZED/ HARD
BE
WORKING. CALL BETSY EXT.
114 AT 1-800-592-212 1 OR
MEGANEXT.153.

Oldsmobile - 4 DR Sedan - AC Good Gas Mileage, Minor Front
End Cosmetic Damage - MUST
SELL!! Willing to Bargain $2,000.
Cal1Rebeccaat433-1975 or at 8621323. Leave message. Every offer .
will be seriously considered.
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1988 Toyota 4x4 pick-up, 5 spd,
50,000 miles, excellent condition,
$6,000. Call 335-4568.

~I

SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES AVAILABLE NOW!! let our
local student reps show you the
secret. Details: l-800-222-5742Ext.
53023 (24 hours).

Newmarket- Unique, private apartment for one. Parking, on karivan
route. Sublet, terms negotiable. Call
659-3178, 749-1252, 742-6300.

I Iii FORSALE

SEPTEMBER - MAY RENTAL
HAMPTON BEACH. Three bedroom house fully furnished. $500/
plus utilities 617-246-1431 after 6
p.m.

FOR SALE: Sharp XQ-380 Electronic typewriter, display, 4,000
character memory, auto correction,
spell check - $150, Call 659-8382.

Whole sale
Screen
printin g &
Embro idery

As seen on T.V. The original MultiFunction Rolling Ruler. Draw parallel, vertical, and horizontal lines,
\Ve have all
circles, arches, angles, etc. Special
Rush
S&H.
$2
plus
$14.95
for
- (2)
the
fundrai sing
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- name, address and payment today.
MElfi - fisheries, Earn $5,000+/ Unified Product Distribution, 258
product s
month. Free transportation! Room Main St., Suite 201 N.H., Durham,
you NEED!!
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No NH 03824.
Special
experience necessary. Male or
Rates
Group
new
condition,
Good
GolfGTI:
1985
Female. Get the early start that is
Want
shocks.
and
exhaust
tires,
UNH
for
necessary. For employment pro. gram call Student Employment quick sale, only asking $2,250. Call
Free pick-up & delivery
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. John 742-6126.
1505.
Need A Good Bang? 5-piece Tama
drum set, all hardware,
Imperialstar
Models wanted for Poster and CalEverything is
cymbals.
zildiian
endar work. Call 1-603-424-9330
Todd Ducette
Jonathan
Reduced!
Price
MINT!
or 1-212-439-1127. Folio is a
(Deuce)
member of International Model 742-1265.
7
868-578
Scouts Association.
or
CAR SPEAKERS: Alpine 4x6 40
868-660 5
Looking for some hands-on business watts $40, Alpine 6x9 60 watts $55
used.
een
Bothhaveneverb
orB.O.
Staff
Sales
is
experience? The New Hampshire
868-2721.
at
Randy
and
looking for a mature, dedicated,
■ $HIRTS4motivated individual for Business
Managernextfall. Come see Shauna Acoustic Guitar - Alvarez Regent
one acre; garin room 151 of the MUB - or take an new $250 asking $125 or Best offer. ·Nine room home on
miles from
30
pond;
woods,
den,
application from the door. Get the Call Randy at 868-2721.
faculty/staff. $(j()()/
Prefer
..
UNH
most out of your college experiSCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MON- month and utilities. 473-2165.
ence!
IES available NOW! Let our local
SUMMER SUBLET:
CRUISE LINES NOW IDRING student reps show you the secret.
Main St. apt.
Beautiful
• STUDENTS NEEDED! EARN Details: 1-800-222-5742Ext.53023
Towers*
*Red
$2,000+/MONTH & WORLD (24 hours).
Spaces open for three females
TRAVEL (Hawaii, Mexico, the
For info. call 868-1844.
Caribbean). Cruise Staff, Gift Shop, As seen on T. V. The original
Tour Guides, Waiter/Waitress, Ambervision Sunglasses. 100 peretc ... Holiday, Summer and Career cent UltravioletProtection. One pair Needaplacetolive? Summer-Fall
Employment available. No experi- $19.99 plus $2 S&H. Buy (2), get rentals available. Dover+ Durham
742ence necessary. Call 1-206-545- ( 1) free - $39 .98 plus $4 S&H. Rush Locations. Fischer Agency
bedrooms.
three
two,
One,
6242.
name, address and payment today.
4548 ext. Cl76.
Unified Product Distribution, 258
Main Street. One
Earn $1,000/wk at home stuffing Main St., Suite 201 N.H., Durham, STONEGATE 15
Private parkcampus.
from
block
envelopes! For infonnation, please NH 03824.
singles,
(five
bedrooms
eight
ing,
send SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box
oil heat
baths,
full
three
dbls),
three
67068U,CuyahogaFalls,OH44222. For Sale: 1985 Cutlas Ciera

*Full time Rep
& artist

and hot water included, $1,600/semester/person, move in mid-August. Talk to Owners - Saturday
Feb. 29, 1992 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. at
STONEGATE or Call for an appointment at 1-603-968-9336.
People interested in communal,
vegetarian, rainbow communal
living situation can call 868-7038
to find out more about local group
forming now. Undergrads, grads,
anyone welcome.

Dover
-Three bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath in a restored colonial. $595 month includes heat and
electricity.
-Four bedrooms, den, living room,
kitchen and bath $795. month includes heat and electricity.
-Five bedrooms, den, living room,
kitchen and bath $695 month. Lease
required, no pets. Call 742-7908
between 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
September to May rental. Hampton
beach. Three bedroom house fully
furnished, $500 + utilities/month 1617-246-1431 after 6 p.m.
Strafford Place - adjacent to the
New England Center - features include: singles, doubles, apartments,
micros, refrigerators, laundry facilities, TV & study lounge, offstreet parking - stop by our office at
14 StraffordAvenue for rates and to
inspect or call 868-2192.

Summer and Fall Housing: 4 & 5
bedrooms, kitchen & living room,
two bathrooms. One mile from THall in quiet locations with plenty
of parking. Lease and security deposit. Call Elaine at 335-2686 days
or 332-2568 evenings.

ILOST AND FOUND I
Navy blue LL Bean backpack taken
from Stillings on Wed. 2{26 during
dinner. Please return its contents especially my keys and glasses! $20
no questions astc. Stillings Box
5367 or call 862-8215.
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SERVICES

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there for $169 with
AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go
& NY Times) · For details :
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.
Graduation? Birthday? Anniversary? For any occasion - get a
DECORATED CAKE! Custom
decorated to your order. Low Prices
- Terri 868-5465.
WORD PROCESSING - FAST
AND ACCURATE. $1.50 PER
DOUBLE SPACED PAGE. SPELL
CHECK RESUME SERVICE
ALSO AVAILABLE. CALL
DIANA NOW! 659-2359.

Guitar Lessons - All styles - relocated New York City professional
UNH Area 1 & 2 bedroom mobile with much performance and teachhomes $275 to $335 month and ing experience - B.A. in music.
utilities. 1stand last month. No dogs. .Reasonable Rates. Rob 749-4264.
742-7057.
WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
SKILLS
Rooms for rent. Cheapest place on
campus. Room & board, call Chris Can you type? WordPerfec~ inor Al 868-9859. $1,438 per semes- struction; group/individual; flexible
hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
ter.
Boyle 659-3578.
LOOKING FOR AROOMMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network. SUMMER JOBS-Earn$$$, 100+
· UNH students. Referrals only or pages booklet lists thousands ofjobs
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free in US. Room, board, airfare proinfo: 1-800-643-2643.
vided. Foreign students welcome.
Newmarket - Two Bdrm. Condo,
small deck. Fully applianced
kitchen,fivemilesfromUNH.$450/
mo. 267-6351.
DURHAM - STUDENT HOUSING STARTING AT $250
MONTfilY. Don't miss out on the
best deals in Durham. The Cheyney
Companies offer the largest selection of housing within walking
distance to campus: Rooms, Student
Units, Studios, and 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Many properties include heat and hot water, off-street
parking, laundry, and extra storage.
Call now to guarantee a reservation.
(603) 659-2303.

EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK Send $10 cash or check to:
National Student Financial Planning
Service, P.O. Box 390085 Cambridge, MA 02139.
SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES Available NOW!! Let our local
student reps show you the secret.
Details: l-800-222-5742ext. 53023
(24 hours).

IPERSONALS ih
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME. Internships in Washington,
OC with full credit. .. all majors. Call
Janice or Evan. 862-3309

McConnell 120.
ANNOUNCING
AN
ENHANCEMENTTOTHEIBMPS/

2: A low-interest rate loan. Visit the
Technology Center, ground floor THall for details.

for$160! AIRIDTCH(rJ212-8642000.

end! Love, Audrey.
FREE HAIR lliGHLIGHTS -

Girls needed for advanced foil
weaving update by hairstyles Desi_gn Team. Call 772-3791 for details.

SEMESTER AT SEA- Come talk
Nika, Nika, Nika, I made her out of to UNH students who have travclay...Nika, Nika, Nika, she's 21 elled around the world and studied
today! - From Puppy Taylor.
aboard the S.S. Universe. Tuesday,
March 3, l0a.m.-3 p.m. Downstairs
I NEED A PLACE TO PARK at Info table in MUB.
Sunday through Friday near campus, willingtopay,askforDan862- The Sub-Stop -Fan~tic,Fastand
5633.
Free. S p.m. - Close delivery. Mention this ad and receive a soda free!
Environmentally concerned? Earth 868-2()()CJ. Expiration 3/10/92.
Day Company products: laundry,
nutrition, skincare, shampoo, etc.- HEY DUDES! MUSO RENTS
concentrated, biodegradeable, no EQUIPMENT. WE HAVE: 800watt
animal testing, guaranteed, deliv- PA system/Amp, 2 bose speakers,
ered. 868-1062.
tape player, 1 ft. and 2 ft. staging.
Call MUSO 862-1485 - ask for Jeff.
INTERNSHIPS: Department of
Energy, Kennedy Center, SEC, "Spring Break - Where are you goAmnesty International, NOW, ing?" Florida, Jamaica, Cancun.
White House, U.S. Attorney's Of- Call Kim/Sandy 862-8721.
fice. Call Janice or Evan, 862-3309.
CARIBBEAN

To Sloane, April, Claire & Alex:
Get psyched for this groovy week-

ONLY

$189

Roundlrip air to somewhere sunny
+ warm! Hitch a ride to EUROPE

ADOPTION

We will provide a beautiful life for
your baby. Let's help each other.
Call collect, (603)929-0388. Barb
and Don.

KEEB: Last night I dreamt 700
cookies chased me around the house.
Let's not ever do that again. Ever!
LoveLer.

Join the UNH Chess Club! First
meeting TQNIGHT at 7 p.m. in
Rockingham Room MUB. Beginners welcome. Bring your board!

2:00!! I gotta go!! Hah, hah! It's
justamovieglass..... stinkysullivan.

To everyone on the 1NH staffThanx. -Spril

SPRlNG BREAK CAN BE
PROFITABLE

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1,000 in

LEARN':i'\l.J.2Q
BARTENDING

one week. Plus receive a $1,000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCHjustforcalling 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
1992!
BAHAMAS MARCH 14 ...$349
JAMAICA, CANCUN ... $429
INCLUDES: HOTEL, AIR,
1RANSFERS AND PARTIES
SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710.

PREPARE FOR A GOOD PAYING
PART-TIME OR SUMMER JOB

Special One-Week Day Course -- Mar. 16-20

SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES AVAILABLE NO~!! Let our
local student reps show you ·the
secretDetails:1-800-222-5742Ext
530'23 (24 hours).
\_

Limited enrollment, call or write for Free brochure.
Also 2 week and 5 week courses available. Master
Bartender School, 84 Main St., Newmarket NH 03857

e • (60 3} 659•3718
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Women's hoop loses heartbreaker to Delaware .....
Frompage24
"We could have played a lot better,"
said junior Laura Seiden. "We
shouldn't have been in that pressure
situation at the end of the game."
The game ended on a sour note
after it opened with a positive sight.
Sue Ryan, UNH's defensive stalwart, hit the first jumper of the
game to give UNH the early twopoint lead.
The rest of the half was a battle
as the Fightin' Blue Hens gave the
Wildcats all they could handle.
Delaware was setting picks, running the floor well, and getting the
ball inside to its big people.
"We were fronting them on
defense,"saidSanborn. "Delaware
was lobbing the ball in, and we were
just slow getting over there.,,
"We lost our concentration at
points during the game," saiq
Seiden. "We need to work on pulling together for the whole game.

We can't just play in spurts.,,
Point guard Marcie Lane had a
respectable nine points, but all except one basket were free throws.
Daly had a team high seven boards,
but the neuron transmissions from
her brain never reached the fingers
of her shooting hand to provide her
with the scoring touch.
UJWI salvaged some ofits game
due to the consistent good play of
Seiden. She scored a team-high 16
points and had four rebounds to
help the 'Cats stay close.
Along with Seiden, junior Deb
Russell played an outstanding game,
especially in the second half. Russell
came off the bench for thirteen minutes and did some damage by
scoring IO points, pulling down four
boards, and registering two steals
and a block.
Starting guard Kerri Eaton also
had a solid all-around game for the
Wildcats. She posted 11 points and

worked hard on defense, grabbing
five rebounds and snatching three
steals.
The Wildcats went into the
locker room with a shaky 28-24
lead that crumbled in the second
half when Delaware hit two jumpers to tie the game at 28. The
Fightin, Blue Hens took a one-point
lead on a foul shot at the 17:30 mark
in the half, but that was all Sanborn
needed to pull all of her starters
except for Seiden.
"She pulled almost everybody
out, because she was so furious,"
said forward Cheryl Cote. "She
told them what they had to do, and
if they didn't go out there and do it,
then they wouldn't play."
"We came out sluggish in the
beginning of the second half," said
Sanborn. "I just wanted to get our
offense together, and explain what
we had to do."
The depth of the bench showed

as UNH stayed right with Delaware
until the starters came back. Delaware, however, was still overpowering UNH inside and running its
picks to work for the open shot.
The game boiled down to the
last40 seconds. Even though UNH
had played poorly, the Wildcats still
had a chance to have the Blue Hens
for dinner.
Delaware only retained a onepoint lead, and Lane had a chance to
put the 'Cats on top in the closing
seconds on a fast break layup, but
the ball rolled around the rim and
out into a Delaware player's hands.
UNH was then called for the foul as
Lane was fighting for the ball.
Delaware had a one-and-one
and threw up an air ball on the first
shot. Maybe the Wildcats were
meant to win as the crowd yelled
"Air ballll!!!!" when the words
flashed on the new digital
scoreboard.

The Wildcats had six seconds
left to bring the ball down court and
take a final shot. UNH put the ball
into the hands of its playmaker Lane
who drove to the basket. She attracted the whole Delaware team
under the hoop, so she dished the
ball off to an open Daly.
Daly put the ball on the floor
once, bounced the ball off of the
glass, and then watched the ball
tempt the basket and most of
Lundholm Gymnasium by bouncing around the rim, just to fall into
the hands of a Delaware defender at
the buzzer.
"We couldn't have played the
last six seconds any better," said
Sanborn. ''The team played hard,
but the ball just dido 't fall for us in
the end."
"At least we held our composure until the end," said Seiden.
"We got off a last second shot, and
that's what matters."

... Fire back to defeat Drexel
By Bryan Mitchell
TNH Sports Staff
UNH's starting center Laura
Seiden extinguished any firebreathing fury that the 8-17 Drexel
University Dragons might have
scorched the 17-6 Wildcats with as
she did some cooking of her own in
Lundholm Gymnasium last Friday
night.
The 6-foot-1-inch Seiden lit
up the scoreboard with a gamehigh 26 points and added five rebounds and two steals on the night
to spice up her sizzling performance.
Seiden wasn't the only ingredient in the Wildcat win. Co-captain Kendall Daly tossed in 12
points and snagged two steals, and
UNH's S-foot-2 point guard Marcie
Lane ran the offense, scoring 16
points and dishing out 7 assists.

UNH also received some help
from the bench as Teya Eaton contributed nine points and a teamhigh six boards in an 18-minute
effort.
The most promising sight at
the beginning of the game was
UNH's co-captain Sue Ryan registering the first two points of the
game with a baseline jumper. Ryan
is known for her defensive ability,
so when she hit the first basket of
the game, it could only be a sign of
better things to come.
"Sue gave us a great effort
throughout the game," said head
coach Kathy Sanborn. "She had
some great boards to initiate our
transition game."
Those better things came in the
form of a 16-poirit first-half effort
by Seiden, a great transition game
by the Wildcats, and a perfect team

effort 17-for-17 at the foul line. The
Wildcats headed for the locker room
at the half with a comfortable 42-31
lead
"We had an excellent first half,,,
~id junior Cheryl Cote. "We were
playing great, and having so much
fun.''

The fun subsided in the second
half as the Dragons turned up the
heat and came close to scorching
the Wildcats with an upset victory.
UNH gained a 16-point lead at the
13-minute mark after a fast break
basket by Seiden. This lead soon
diminished to a frightening five
point Wildcat advantage after
Drexel capitalized on a basket and
the foul for a three-point play with
four minutes left in the game.
_UNH and Drexel exchanged
baskets until the end of the game
when the Wtldcats finished strongly
and secured a 79-70 win.
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12
27
15
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Amodeo
Flanagan
Mitrovic
Morrow
Stewart
Thomson
Klym
Messina
Donovan
McGrath
Dexter
Chebator
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51
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37
33
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23
10
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15
13
7
12
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THENEW' HAMPSIDRE, TUES:0AY MARCH 3, 1992

Lowell at Providence 7 p.m.

Saturday
BC at BU 7 p.m.

Sunday
Northeastern at UNH 2 p.m.
Merrimack at Maine 7 p.m.

Thurs., March 12- semifinals at
Boston Garden 5 p.m, 8 p.m.
Sat., March 14- final
at Boston Garden, 8 p.m.

1. Ralph Cox (75-79)

2. Minnesota
27-7-3
3. Michigan
21-11-2
4. Wisconsin
18-9-7
5. Michigan St.
22-7-4
6. Boston University
19-9-4
St.
Superior
7. Lake
20-11-2
8. New Hampshire
20-13-3
9. N. Michigan
19-8-2
10. St. Lawrence
Others receiving votes: Harvard,
Clarkson,Providen ce

2. Louis Frignon (67-71)
3. Bob Gould (75-79)
4. Cliff Cox (72-76)
5. Joe Flanagan (1988-)
6. John Gray (69-72)
7. Jamie Hislop (72-7 6)
8. Gordie Clark (71-7 4)
9. Jon Fontas (74-78)
10. Dan Potter (80-84)
Frank Roy (75-79)

127
96
91
87

85
81
77
76
72
71
71
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Basketball

Men's

North Atlantic

Teams

Win

Loss

Pct.

9

4

.692

2. Drexel

Overall
Win Loss
12

14

Pct.

Men's Hockey Playoffs sale dates for Quarterfinal Round
onMarch8atSnive lyArenaat2p.m.
Season Ticket Holders:
6
9
a.m. - p.m.
~

~:;~:

.538

'll-[fj
il1:ru1111.t!fl!Iif;iJ!6 tlli!l!lf[ll!Wi&i!iiilt
ti'!ff,Wti@11&iil![if?i.231
l;iii\1iiili1&!lft{t■tik:1t
.240
19
10
3

March 4

9 a.m. -6 p.m.

people Limit of two tickets per person

March 6

8. Hartford

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Women's basketball statistics

Women's
Teams

North Atlantic Conference
All
Conference

Player
Marcie Lane

Overall Record: 14-5 NAC Record: 6-2
PTS.
FT/FfA
FG/FG A
G
24

106/140
64/88
46/68
22/30
13/21
15/23
15/28
28/44
12/28
7/13
1/2
0/0
0/0

92/257
125/249
110/298
79/138
71/192
38/94
31/63
25/72
11/47
12/42
2/2
1/3
1/2

319
314
268
180
155
91
77
78
42
31
5
2
2

AVG.
13.3
13.1
11.2
7.5
6.5
3.8
3.7
3.4

1.9
1.4
.7
.7
.7

Rec Sports Standing

I

Men's Major Hockey

Men's Minor Hockey

Women's Hockey

Co-rec Bowling

3-0-0
1. 6-1 Hitters
3-0-0
2. ocs
3. ICA Lamplighters2-0-1

3-0
1. Rink Rats
2. A TO Lightening 2-0
2-0
3. CHEIFS

1. Babes on Blades 2-0
2. Lights of Justice 1-1
3. Alpha Chi Omega 0-2

1. Hubbard Heffenreffers
2. No Way Rob!
3. Alley Cats

VOLLEYBALL
Women's Major

Men's Major·

Men's Minor

1. SAE Sky Rockets
2. The Firemen
3. O.C. Pound

1. X-Sen Slush Puppies II 1. Congreve
2. Hitchcock Self Spikers 2. Alexander Slammers
3. Fairchild Fury
3. The As Irs

>.

! i l.;:; ■~it ~ll~r~§

::.::::::-::;:;::::-::;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:<•>'.·>>

4-0
3-0
3-0

Women's Minor

1992 Table Tennis Champs

1. X-sen Fighters
2. Woodside
3.Randall

Men's singles - Tim Kahles
Women's singles - Sarah Boncek
Men's doubles - Harish/Kahles

~,,:ti,JH.~ed ()ft . P~ge 19
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'Cats unable to defend
ECAC title, lose to PC

frompage24
behind the Huskie's net. Forward
JocelynJohnson picked up the puck,
rolled out around the net, burned a
defender and backhanded the puck
into the net to give the 'Cats a 5-4
win.
"No one cared who was the
hero in the game," said Davidson.
"It was a great game for women's
hockey."
Although the 'Cats lost in the
finals, they felt their overtime win
over the Huskies was their 1992
championship game.
"Even though we sttuggled, we
put the bad things aside," said Davidson. "We would rather lose to
Providence than Northeastern even
though it hurts as a senior knowing
that it is all over."
Not only did the 'Cats beat
thejr Beantown rivals, they also
broke the tie they had with the Huskies with a 2-1-1 record against
them this season.
"We came out strong, hard, and
fast and we played very well," said
Bye.
The 'Cats started out flat against
the Huskies at the beginning of the
semifinal matchup. Northeastern
skated to a quick 2-0 lead until

forward Dawn Harris received a
pass from forward Amy McPhee to
score with 1: 11 to go in the first
period.
UNH came out strong in the
second period. Bye took a clean
pass from Merz to tie the score at 22.
Seven minutes later, the Huskies regained the lead after a goal
from Shelly Looney.
It was Bye again who was the
thorn in the side of the Huskies.
Davidson caught Northeastern 's
zone off balance as she passed to
Bye who once again tied the score
for the 'Cats.
UNH came out strong at the
start of the third period when Merz
gave the 'Cats their first lead of the
game on a pass from Thibodeau.
But then the Huskies tied the game
up five minutes later and the score
remained 4-4 going into the overtime.
One of the main factors for the
'Cats to consider in the championship matchup, was the shot ratio.
Providence had a total of 33 shots
on net, and UNH had 21. During
their semifinal game with the Huskies, they outshot them, and won.

M.HOCKEY
Frompage24

UNH goals on the night came from
Flanagan (No. 26), Rob Donovan (
No. 7), Eric Flinton (No. 6) and
Scott Morrow (No. 27).
Flanagan, the perennial Chief
killer,putUNHahead 1-0at7:32of
the first period. Mitrovic laced a
pass to Flanagan at the right circle.
Flanagan then skated past the Lowell
defense and knocked the puck over
the glove hand of Chief goalie Mark
Richards.
UNH went up 2-0, when
Donovan let loose a cannon from
just over the blue line into the ceiling of the net. Donovan beat
Richards high on the glove side, but
the defenseless goalie barely had
time to react

Not like home: Savo Mitrovic had
some harsh words for Volpe Arena
after Friday night's game at
Merrimack.
In fact, Mitrovic was infuriated about the complex. "It's just an
awful place to play," Mitrovic said.

Things could have worked for UNH
had they have taken more shots.
Providence scored late both in
the first and third periods to get the
edge they needed to win the ECAC
championship. The Friars scored
one against the 'Cats, as the puck
found its way into the net while
Whitten was screened. Even though
the 'Cats played a tough game, it
proved to be a model of their season, even their wins, and that was
catch-up hockey.
Whitten had 37 stops in the
semifinal matchup and 33 saves in
the championship game.
The season isn't totally over
for some of the players, though.
Five Wildcat players and assistant
coach Ellen Weinberg are going to
Helsinki, Finland in April to play
for the United States National Team.
Davidson, Bye,goalieErin Whitten,
junior Colleen Coyne, sophomore
Sue Merz, and freshman Wendy
Tatarouns will join Weinberg in
Helsinki.
"Both our players and
Providence's were psyched after the
finals that now some of us won't The women's hockey team suffered a tough l«m in the ECAC
Finals
have to play against each other for (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
the National team," said Davidson.

Pending problem

After more aggressive work,
the fourth line put UNH ahead by
three goals at 18: 11 of ihe second
frame. After a long struggle against
through? The student senate over- tant director of Rec Sports.
the boards, Nick Poole got hold of
As a result of the scarce time
ruled the student's majority vote
the puck and headed for the net.
and shot down the proposition. slots, the trend of joining intramuPoole avoided a check and found an
How's that for a kick in the pants? ral leagues continues to rise but
open Eric Flinton who stuffed the
"I was very disappointed when may be overwhelmed trying to satpuck past Richards.
the student senate overruled the stu- isfy all students. Hence, league
Attempting a workout at the dent referendum," said Lynn games are now being cut back.
Morrow put the 'Cats beyond
reach at 19:40 of period two. Field House is somewhat like wait- Heyliger, director of Rec Sports. "I However, with all the hustle and
Mitrovic stole the puck and sent it ing in line for the keg at Young guess I was disappointed in the way bustle, the only way to guarantee
to Morrow along the boards. Mor- Drive. It's cramped, compact and the whole situation was handled." court or ice time is to join a league.
"People join (intramural
row carried it out in front and beat time consuming.
The senate voted just seven
So who's at fault? Certainly weeks after the referendum, a time leagues) to participate and have fun,
Richards to his right for the goal.
The victory put the 'Cats right not Rec Sports, who has been forced frame Heyliger said was too short. to meet other people, to have comon track for their opening round into into the position of serving "I have friends at other institutions petition, etc. You' re not going to get
game against Northeastern, Sunday over (j() percent of the student popu- that have taken anywhere from six that if you have three games in a
lation in such a confined fashion. months to a full academic year in season," said Leach.
at 2 p.m.
It's not the Athletic Department's order to put out information and
The severity of the situation
fault. They need to utilize every conduct information sessions to won't go away overnight, and stusquare inch of the building to stay in really educate people on a facility," dents aren't holding back. Several
"It's certainly not a division 1 facil- step with the BC's and BU's of the said Heyliger. Moreover, the sheets of paper petitioning the lack
ity. It's the worst rink in Hockey East. college world.
senate's vote came after Christmas of hours have been handed to the
I'd rather play at the Dover Arena."
Didn't someone raise the idea break, a time when the principals Rec office.
of a new facility last semester? and ideas of the construction had
"We 're not meeting the
Levy shutout ratio: After a remark While waiting in a line three-people faded.
student's needs, but I think we do a
that UNH goaltender Jeff Levy was deep to jump on the bench rack the
Recreation facilities at UNH heck of a job," said Heyliger.
on a streak to get a shut out once other day, I remembered something are sub-par. There is only one
With over 6,000 participants in
every seven games, the netminder about a student referendum. I also basketball gym for 12,000 students. intramurals, and about 1,000 enresponded like a true optimist. recalled that almost 70 percent of
With only so may hours in the rolled in aerobic classes, the Rec
"Good," Levy said. "I guess the next the voters were keen on the idea of day, court time becomes a prized Department is in a no-win situation.
one will come when we get to the starting the construction (students possession. "I see 60 people wait- The numbers outweigh their reNCAA final four."
may be required to pay up to $50 for ing for the women's basketball sources but they continue to battle
usage when the job is complete).
practice to end at night just to get on the current.
Road to the NCAAs: The 'Cats are
Why didn't this notion follow the court," said Dave Leach, assisSo, when's the next vote?
optimistic about their chances of
L-------- --------- --------- -----,,--- ---,---,.- --.,----= -----'
getting a bid to the NCAAs and they sity and Maine rank
above them.
Most exciting player: Before Sat- was the choice as the 'Cats most
should be.
Six teams from the East get a urday night's game, Scott Morrow exciting player.
After their two victories this bid so UNH certainly has a good received the Ted Karmeris Fan
weekend they have reached what shot.
Favorite Award. The award is Awesome "D": Credit the UNH
some consider to be the magic num"I think we're a legitimate team named after a dedicated member of defense for the 'Cats victory Saturber of wins (20) to get the bid.
to be chosen for the NCAA's," said the Friends of UNH Hockey who day night. The defense only allowed
They are currently ranked No. 8 Umile. "We're one of the top hockey passed away recently.
20 shots on Levy, who also played
in the polls and only Boston Univer- teams in the country.
Voted in by Lie fans, Morrow outstanding in the victory
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frompage22
direction of his goalie Mark
Richards.
"It's one thing to heckle and do
all the other things they do, I understand all that," Crowder said.
"They threw a stick on the ice at the
goalie. That's not hockey:"
Umile responded to the comments. "Coach Crowder played
here. He knows what the crowd is
like. I don't approve of anything
being thrown out on the ice. That's
not right But as far as the noise,
hey, that's part of college hockey."
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Rookies· play key role in 'Cats success
senior defenseman Frank
vital part of this year's 'Cat
Messina and also posing.a threat
attack.
on the penalty-killing team.
re"We
"Kent Schmidtke stepped
cruited guys who could step in
in, a kid that shouldn't have
and play the game," said capeven played here," said
tain Savo Mitrovic. "As far as
Mitrovic. "He's not on a full
our freshmen are concerned,
scholarship, he just stepped in
they're good players."
and played."
Ted Russell, Kent
Schmidtke immediately
Schmidtke, Nick Poole, and
took charge in January and felt
Eric Flinton may be rookies by
right at home on the ice after his
title, but they all have been
first game.
instrumental in UNH's second"Once you get in there and
place finish and have earned
When the final buzzer of the third period
play, you get a chance to show
the respect of their veteran
Saturday night signalled the end of the r~guyourself," said Schmidtke.
teammates.
lar season, UNH coach Dick Umile found his
"Once you become part of the
"Once you get this late in
team in the No. 2 spot in Hockey East, its
team, it's just a regular thing."
the season you still technically
highest finish ever in one of the toughest
Wingers Flinton and Poole
call them rookies, but they've
leagues in college hockey.
have been skating well for the
played a whole season now
Picked to finish fourth in the preseason
'Cats and Umile is very happy
andyouhopetheyhaveenough
behind Maine, Providence and BC, UNH's
with his fourth line. Poole and
experience behind them," said
second-place finish is no surprise to Umile.
Flinton combined with sophosenior Scott Morrow. "Going
"That's the Boston media picking people
moreRobDonovanforthe 'Cats
into the end of the year you
based on tradition," said Umile. "Tradition is
thirdgoalSaturdaynightagainst
don't want to think you're
great but you've got to pick it based on talent,
Lowell. Flinton credits his sueplaying with rookies. I think
determination, and our guys did that We
cess to the veterans.
they have enough experience,
knew where we were going to finish. We felt
"Ourupperclassmen really
they've done real well this year
we were a stronger team than Providence.
helpusout,"saidFlinton. "They
and I think they have the conThe bottom line is where you end up at the
set the example and it's really
fidence going into the playend of the season and we ended up in second.,,
easytofollowguyslikeMitrovic
offs, so I don't think they'll
There was much skepticism in the preand Morrow. It's a credit to them
consider themselves rookies."
season as to how Umile would fill the void
that we've come together the
"They weren't rookies
left by the departure of Steve Morrow, who
way we have."
after their first game," said
opted to take a position with the Philadelphia
With the playoffs only fl ve
defenseman Jim McGrath.
Flyers after his third season with UNH, Riel
days away, Umile is ready to go
"We use everybody on this
Bellgarde and Kevin Dean, who graduated,
and confident with his freshsolid
most
'Cats
the
of
one
into
matured
bas
Rus.wll
Ted
Freshman
thing
such
no
,
there
and
team
8
and Dave MacIntyre, who graduated into the
men in the lineup.
__.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
._d_e_fi_en_se_m_an_(N_at_e_R_o_w_e/_T_N_H_S_ta_ff_p_h_o_to_).
team.
this
rookieanymoreon
as
Boston Bruins organi7.ation. In the last three
"We'vebeenplayingplayoffhockeyhere
St.
from
Russell,
year.
this
defenseman
"We've got a team full of veterans now."
weekends, the rookies have proven to be a
for the last three or four weeks, so I think it's
John's, Newfoundland has been starting for
as
out
stood
have
Russell and Schmidtke
.
.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - most of this season for the Wildcats. Skating all part of being here and playing at this level
on the first line with McGrath, Russell has and right now, I don't think they look at
themselves as freshman anymore," said
been a key to the UNH defensive stand.
"We had a lot of help from the older Umile. "Everyday those freshmen have to
players, defensemen like McGrath, Jesse play one-on-one against guys like Mitrovic,
(Domenic) Amodeo, (Joe) Flanagan, and
Cooper and Chris Jensen. They show so
Morrow and you only get better if you keep
much confidence in you, they talk to you and
working at it."
it helps you mentally," said Russell.
Sunday afternoon the 'Cats face off with
'Cats
the
for
ice
the
took
Schmidtke
during January, in place of Scott Malone's Northeastern in the first round of the Hockey
East playoffs here at Snively Arena, and you
place, who was out for academic reasons.
Schmidtke quickly picked up the slack and can look for the freshmen to carry a heavy
weight in their first trip to the big time.
earned a spot skating the second shift with

UNHAthlete of
the week
Name: Shannon Doherty

presented
by:

HAYDEN

SPORTS

38 Main Street
Durham, NH

03824

Sport: Swimming

Senior swimmer Shannon
Doherty makes her second
appearance as the Hayden
Sports Athlete of the Week.
She completed a "hat trick" at .
the North Atlantic Conference
Swimming and Diving
Championships in Newark, DE
over the weekend.
Doherty won three
conference titles and broke
three NAC records in the
process. The versatile Doherty
won the 400 individual medley
with a time of 4:43.49, the 200
backstroke with a time of
2:07.12 and she tied Sarah
Lawson of Boston University
for first place in the 100
backstroke with a time of
1:00.21.

Lookfar the ''Athlete qf the Week" every
Tuesaay, ONLY in J1ze New Hampshire!

Mitrovic, Amodeo join list
of All-American candidates
Wildcat hockey notes
By Steve Lankier
TNH Sports Staff
Joining Joe Flanagan
and Scott Morrow on the list of
All-American candidates are
Captain Savo Mitrovic and

Domenic Amodeo.
Mitrovic and Amodeo
are two excellent candidates for
the college hockey honor.
Amodeo is the current Uii&i_ _ _ _ __ .
leader among 'Cats in points with
Savo Mitrovic
Domenic Amodeo
62 and is hanging on to a 17UMass-Lowell, you missed UNH Coach Dick
game point streak.
Mitrovic is on an assist tear, racking Umile and UMass-Lowell Coach Bruce
up 40 feeds this season. Mitrovic has also been Crowder hollering at each other while shakthe perfect captain for the 'Cats, bringing along ing hands.
many freshman into the college hockey ranks.
Crowder was upset about the actions
of the UNH crowd. Especially about the fact
Sharin' Words: If you didn't keep your eyes that a drumstick was thrown by a fan in the
on the ice after Saturday night's game against HOCKEY NOTES, see page 21
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Men's hoop drops two on dismal road trip
By Rob Henderson
TNH Sports Staff
The men's basketball team must have been mumbling to
themselves "What A Long Strange Trip It's Been" as they
headed home this weekend. The road was full of turns and
potholes, as they dropped back-to-backgames against Drexel
and Delaware.
With the two weekend losses, the Wildcats slipped out of
fourth place in the NAC. The 'Cats need some prayers
answered within the next several days, combined with a win
over arch-rival Maine, if they are to re-capture fourth place
and host a NAC playoff game.
The 'Cats were hoping to start the weekend off on a
positive note as they took on the Drexel University Dragons.
This game was the one the coaching staff thought they had a
better chance of winning. But as it turned out, it was the
hardest The Dragons trounced the 'Cats, 71-51.
The Dragons were breathing fire as they opened up a 12point lead mid-way through the first half. The lead hovered
between 11 and 14 points for several minutes, until the
Dragons finished with a 6-0 run to end the first half. Drexel
went into the locker room with a 39-21 advantage.
In the second half, the 'Cats stayed right with the Dragons,
but they could only nibble at the Drexel lead when they
needed to take a big bite out of it They got the deficit down
to 13, but the Dragons quickly made it a 22-point lead and had
it up to as much as 24 points at one point as ~ey put it into
cruise control.
The win ensured that the Dragons would host a game in
the quarterfinals of the NAC playoffs. The win also put the
Dragons over .500 for the first time since Nov. 27, 1989.
The Dragons were led by Clarence Armstrong and Michael
Thompson, who each had 13 points. Freshman Mosadi
Caldwell led the Wildats with 12.
After the "Massacre in Philly," the Wildcats headed to
Delaware to take on the number-one team in the conference.
The Blue Hens are undefeated in the NAC and only have three
UNH'S James Ben (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff Photo).
losses overall.
This seemed like the game which may have been a upsetting the "King of the NAC," losing 55-49.
blowout before the team started the trip. But on the contrary,
Despite the pre-game hype, the 'Cats stayed right with the
it was the better of the two games. The Wildcats played some Blue Hens for the entire game. The 'Cats even had a five-point
of their best basketball of the season as they narrowly missed lead early in the first half after James Ben mad a reverse layup.

But with 4:31 remaining in the first half, the Blue Hens
took the lead for good on a Ricky Deadwyler breakaway
layup. The Blue Hens would increase its lead to six with just
under 1:30 to go and settled for 26-22 halftime lead.
Delaware's 26 points were the second-lowest point total
in a half this season. They scored 24 against Vennont earlier
in the season.
The second half was much like the first half, as the two
teams battled back and forth. The Blue Hens opened up an
eight-point lead with 7:49 remaining in the contest. The
Wildcats came back to chop that lead to a mere three points
with 3:55 to go and momentum seemed to be on their side.
But M~k Murray canned a long-range trey with the shot
clock running down and it seemed to be the nail in tht coffin
for the Wildcats. From then on it was a free-throw shooting
contest and the Blue Hens were able to come out on top. Brian
Pearl hit four foul shots in the final 1:31 to preserve the
victory.
The Blue Hens were led by Murray with a game-high 17
while Denard Montgomery a1_1d Spencer Dunkley each had
nine.
The 'Cats were led by James Ben with 12 while Bob
Cummins pitched in 10.
It was the 16th straight victory for the Blue Hens, the
second-longest current streak in NCAA Division I.
The Wildcats have dropped nine of their last 10 and seven
straight on the road.
UNH dropped out of fourth place with the two weekend
losses. The scenario that has to happen in order for the 'Cats
to re-capture fourth place and allow them to host a playoff
game in the NAC quarterfinals is:
• UNH needs to beat the UMaine Black Bears this
Wednesday at home. If they lose, there is no chance for a home
playoff game.
• Northeastern needs to beat BU
• Hartford needs to travel to UVM and beat the Catarnounts.
If all these things happen, the Wildcats would end up in
fourth place. Anything else would mean anywhere from fifth
place to seventh place for the 'Cats.
The 'Cats host Maine on Wednesday night for what may
be the most important game for the 'Cats this year.

Gymnasts show depth
in weekend victory

'funein
to

First timers come through

"Wildchats"

By Kate Scaletti
TNH Sports Staff
The UNH gymnasts faced a
difficult challenge on Saturday afternoon.
Several of the Wildcat gymnasts were injured, and many of the
performers in Saturday's meet were
making their debut for the season in
certain events.
Jan Dalziel, Kim Goulding,
and Amy Ehle competed in the allaround competition for the first time
this season, and freshman Deanna
Gardner gave her first collegiate
performance on the balance beam.
The line-up may have looked different than usual, but the result was
familiar - another victory for the

two of the Wildcats top gymnasts.
The 'Cats started the evening
on the vault, where senior Lori
Brady placed first with a 9. 7, and
then moved to the uneven bars. Once
again, Brady placed first with 9. 7,
and Dalziel placed second with a
9.5.
It was the team's performance
on the balance beam, however, that
was the most pleasant surprise of
the evening.
''The beam team did an excellent job," said Goodspeed. "That's
the event that has been holding us
back."
Junior Kim Goulding won the
beam with a score of 9.55, and
Brady and Ehle tied for second place
'Cats.
with a 9.4. Impressive beam perUNH won the meet with a score formances also came from Nicole
of 186.70. North Carolina finished Mullins (9.3), and Gardner (9.0).
three points behind the Cats with a
The floor exercise was a strong
score of 183.50 and a second-place event for UNH. Dalziel dazzled the
finish, while the University of Ver- crowd with her routine as she tied
mont finished last in the team com- for second place with Mullins, and
petition with a 177.75.
Brady continued her record-break"It's a tribute to the depth of the ing streak with her first place perteam," commentedheadcoachGail formance as she set a new school
Goodspeed." It's nice to see that we record- a 9.8. The depth of the
can still do well despite all the in- team was definitely evident here,
juries."
with Ehle scoring a 9.55, Goulding
UNH was without Karen a 9.3, and Amy Dowda 9.25.
Olsson and Kim Smith for the meet,
Brady won the all-around

on
Tuesdays

at llp.m.
91.3 FM.
Call in and
talk
UNH sports
with
J(evinGray
A UNH gymnast shows how to smile on the platform (Nate Rowe/
TNH Staff Photo).

competition with a combined score
of 38.6.
The Wildcat's victory
against NC State and the University
of Vermont improves its record to

11-3. UNH travels to UMass on
Friday night and will return for a
meet in Lundholm Gymnasium on
Sunday afternoon to face Northern
Illinois and Northeastern.

·: an,d
Glen·n
Hauser.
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Men's hoop

UNH gymnasts
beat NC state
and NU, see
page23

lose to Drexel
and Delaware,
see page 23

Men's hockey team
skates·into playoffs
•

By Steve Lankier
TNH Sports Staff'
Before the season started, they
were picked to place fourth in
Hockey East.
The 'Cats were told they had a
defense that lacked experience and
an offense without scoring power.
When the regular season ended
Saturday night with a 4-0 victory
over UMass-Lowell, nothing could
be so far from the truth.
With two victories this weekend, the men's hockey team finished in sole possession of second
place in Hockey East The 'Cats
trailed only the No. I team in the
nation (Maine) and they outdistanced the third-place Providence
Friars by two victories.
''This is a great accomplishment for UNH hockey," said head
coach Dick Umile of his team's 136-2 Hockey East record and 20-112 overall record. "I am really happy
for the players."
"A few weeks ago, we said we
needed to get a winning streak going and we got it," said winger
Domenic Amodeo. "Everyone
wants to win on this team and everyone has been contri_buting. The
chemistry is real nice around here."
Umile couldn't agree more.

''We feel real good about our team
right now," Umile said. "I think
we've shown that we are a real solid
hockey team. To do this well, you
need a lot of talent and determination, and our guys have it."
Talent and determination
shined through both games this
weekend as the 'Cats played dominant hockey, beating Merrimack 52 Friday night in addition to
Saturday's defeat of Lowell.
The waxing of the Warriors
was highlighted by goals from Kevin
Thomson, Scott Morrow, Jason
Dexter, Joe Flanagan and Domenic
Amodeo.
Thomson got the 'Cats on the
board first on a breakaway pass
from Amodeo. The crafty Reading,
Mass., forward fooled Warrior
goalie Steve D' Amore with a lastminute move to the backhand to
seal the goal.
UNH kept the pressure on to
end the first period with a 3-0 lead.
At 12:32, captain Savo Mitrovic
fed the puck to Morrow who nailed
one in on his backhand. Dexter got
the 'Cats third goal when he roofed
anAmodeoreboundoverasprawled
out D' Amore.
Merrimack scored at 13:32 of
the second period to make it 3-1, but

--J
~

Joe Flanagan, UNH's toughest Chief killer, lunges for the puck in Saturday's win over Lowell (Nate
RoweffNH Staff photo).
the Warriors never really posed a
threat to UNH. "In the second period, we got in a little bit of a lull but
we knew there was no way they
were going to beat us," said forward
Greg Klym.
Besides dominating the play,
UNH had two other things going for
them. Goaltender Jeff Levy was on,
making 28 saves, and the 1,236 fans
who braved the bitter cold of Volpe
Arena seemed to he mostly UNH
faithfuls.
At 18: 11 of the second,Amodeo

"We took care of business,"
got another assist After crossing
the blue line and faking a slapshot, Umile said after the game. "Levy
Amodeo dished the puck to ' made some big saves. Overall I
Flanagan, who netted his 25th goal think we played pretty good."
The 'Cats continued to roll
of the season.
Amodeo got his fourth point Saturday night with a4-0 shellackwhen he scored UNH's final goal of ing of the Lowell Chiefs. The victhe night into an empty net. With tory over the Chiefs brought the
one hand fighting off a Merrimack 'Cats to 3-0-1 over their last four
defender and the other controlling games.
Highlighting the victory was
the puck with the stick, Amodeo
somehow managed to stay on his Jeff Levy's second career shutout.
skates and guide the puck into the Levy made 20 saves in the game.
net.
M.HOCKEY, see page 22

'Cats lose
heartbreaker

UNH loses to
PC in finals

By Bryan Mitchell
TNH Sports Staff'

By Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff

Kendall Daly walked to the locker room crying
after the game.
The 'Cat captain missed a last-second layup that
would have won the Sunday-afternoon game for the
Wildcats. The leather sphere bounced cruelly around
the rim and landed in the hands of a Delaware rebounder
as the buzzer sounded.
All day long the ball wouldn't fall for Daly as it
bounced in and out of the basket. She had an off-day
shooting, only hitting two of 11 from the floor.
It wasn 'ther fault that UNH lost61-60 to a mediocre
13-12UniversityofDelawareteam. The 17-7Wildcats
were outplayed much of the afternoon by the feisty
Fightin' Blue Hens on the boards, in the lane, and
around the perimeter.
The Wildcats were supposed to win their last
regular season home game commemorating their best
year ever under head coach Kathy Sanborn. Joyce
Mills, a former UNH coach, was sitting with the team,
the New Hampshire Gentlemen sang the national anthem, and Daly and UNH's other co-captain Sue Ryan
were presented with flowers and a basketball balloon as
a thank you for a great season of leadership.
It was supposed to be a day of fun and happiness,
especially for the two co-captains.
One could understand why Daly might cry.

Unfortunately for the UNH women's hockey
team, it was too little too late to defend its two year
ECAC championship title on Saturday at Providence.
Defenseman and co-captain Shawna Davidson
scored UNH's lone goal with less than four minutes
left in the game against the Providence bringing the
Wildcats within one. It was to no avail as UNH's twoyear reign went down in defeat, as the Friars held a
one-goal lead till the buzzer, beating the 'Cats 2-1.
Making the finals this year was a struggle for the
Lady 'Cats. With a tough road trip halfway through
the season, UNH went on a five game drought, losing
three games and tying two. Last year, the 'Cats had a
total of three loses, and no ties.
And playing in this year's championship proved
to be no picnic for the 'Cats, considering that the game
was held in Providence. The Friars had defeated UNH
two of the three times the teams met during the season.
Unfortunately for the 'Cats, the luck was on the
Friars' side.
"We were glad to be in the finals and we kept
firing shots at the net, but they played tough defense,"
said junior captain Karyn Bye.
On Friday night, two minutes into the overtime in
UNH's semifinal game against Northeastern, Wildcat
forward Dawn Thibodeau poked the puck out from

UNH's Karen McKoy throws up a jumper as the 'Cats beat Drexel and
W.HOOP, see page 20 lose to Delaware over the weekend (Melissa FugereffNH Staff' photo).

W. HOCKEY, see page 20

